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WINTER 2018     HUMANITIES, MEET TECHNOLOGY   |  FROZEN IN TIME    
             HOW TO RAISE A FEMINIST BOY 
Immigrant Journeys 
Humanities, Meet Technology
By Catherine O’Neill Grace
A three-year, $800,000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation has allowed 45 faculty members in 21 departments 
to explore digital humanities in their courses, bringing video 
storytelling, virtual-reality projects, and big-data analysis 
into the classroom.
Immigrant Journeys
By Amita Parashar Kelly ’06
Immigrants and international students have been part 
of Wellesley’s fabric since the early days of the College. 
Six alumnae whose families came to the United States 
fleeing war, political unrest, economic hardship, and tragedy 
share their stories and recount how the experience has 





By Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
There’s something about big snowstorms that open a door 
to memories of Wellesley past—including the April Fools’ 
Day blizzard of ’97. Almost 21 years later, an alumna 
considers the special magic of snow-covered Wellesley.
1How to Raise a Feminist Boy
By Jordan Namerow ’05
How does one raise a feminist boy—one who will question 
assumptions, speak out against injustice, and use his muscles 
to uproot oppression, at a time when the curtain has been 
pulled back on misogyny in society?
Departments
From the Editor






In Memoriam—Beverly J. Layman 
1919–2017
In Memoriam—Betty Freyhof Johnson ’44 
1922–2017
Endnote—Waters Rising 
By Deborah Lynn Blumberg ’00
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2 wellesley magazineWINTER 2018FROM THE EDITOR
I 
had been at Wellesley 4½ years when hijacked planes slammed into the World Trade Center 
towers on Sept. 11, 2001. All the details of that day on campus are seared into my memory: 
staring at a TV in disbelief with colleagues, emailing students to check on them, answering the 
phones at the Alumnae Ofﬁ ce, which began to ring incessantly. The calls were from alumnae 
looking for other alumnae, hoping to learn whether dear friends were safe. In that era before 
social media, we spent days helping to locate and connect people.
It was one of those experiences that drove home the fact that Wellesley women are every-
where, and that most big news stories have some kind of Wellesley connection. In the years since, 
unfortunately, we’ve had wildﬁ res and hurricanes, earthquakes and tsunamis, terrorist attacks 
and mass shootings, and elections, coups, and protest marches in many areas of the world. Work 
at the College for any length of time, and you’ll ﬁ nd yourself hearing news from a particular 
region of the world and thinking, “Who are our Wellesley people there? How are they faring? 
Do they need help?” And when they are in contact, which they often are, the news is given a 
whole new human face.
Take Hurricane Harvey, for instance. No matter how many times you watch time-lapse clips 
of overpasses disappearing under ﬂ oodwaters, the urgency of the situation becomes entirely 
more tangible when you hear that a member of the class of ’00 and her family endured hours in 
their home waiting to be rescued as sewage-ﬁ lled water seeped from room to room. The kicker: 
They had to buckle their screaming 2-year-old into her high chair for ﬁ ve hours to keep her safe. 
(I asked Debbie Blumberg ’00 to share her story: See “Waters Rising” on page 80.)
Or another example—the debate on immigration that rages in this country. Hearing even one 
student’s or one alum’s story helps move the discussion out of the abstract and into the realm of 
people we care about, who are part of our community.
I recently got to know an extraordinary student, an immigrant who became a U.S. citizen some 
time ago. She gave me a glimpse of the lives of farm workers picking fruit in ﬁ elds on the West Coast. 
As a child, she was afraid of being walloped by the apricots her father was tossing down to her to 
pack and kept closing her eyes. “It’s OK to be afraid,” he said, “but you can’t let fear blind you.”
From this student, I learned how kids of farm workers from all over the world—Russians, 
Mexicans, many others—built a community on the soccer ﬁ eld. “We decided we didn’t need 
to speak the same language,” she says. “We just needed to kick the ball.” (Maybe we adults 
should take note?) And from her, I learned what an impact a gift of kindness can have. As a 
child, this student struggled to learn English. An 
elementary-school teacher saw her difﬁ culties and 
gave her an English dictionary that became her 
constant companion—and a lifeline. She became 
a truly voracious reader, and, of course, even-
tually ended up at Wellesley. Full of intellectual 
curiosity, energy, and genuine warmth, she is an 
absolute joy to be around.
Our extended community is full of people with 
immigration stories, and those narratives are as 
diverse and complex as our community itself. They 
are stories of separation and reunion, of identities 
reforged, and a sense of home rebuilt. You’ll ﬁ nd 
six of them in “Immigrant Journeys” (page 18).
These stories—and many others like them—
matter. Let’s not forget the people behind the 
news reports.
Alice M. Hummer, editor
From the Editor




Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
Catherine O’Neill Grace
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disappointed that Wellesley continues to “talk the 
talk,” but has yet to “walk the walk” and divest 





the Planet, One Creek at 
a Time,” fall ’17) sounds 
like harsh terrain, but 
perhaps not in Iowa. 
I’ve seen a disappearing 
creek in eastern Africa, 
and I know of one here 
in Vermont.
Thank you for Wellesley 
magazine. You do a good job. Compared to 
others I receive, your efforts are No. 1. I get 
the Northﬁeld-Mount Hermon, University of 




Tears sprang to my eyes as I read the article by 
Melissa Ludtke ’73 this morning (“The Girls in 
the Boat,” fall ’16). Yesterday, I attended the 53rd 
Head of the Charles, the ﬁrst time I have been 
since 1990, my graduation year. While stand-
ing on the Anderson Bridge, my family chatted 
with tourists and Boston students and residents 
while the boats skimmed out from under the 
bridge. Wearing my Wellesley alum hat, I told 
those around me to cheer and cheer loudly for 
the upcoming Wellesley crews. As that bow came 
out our side, the screams of “Go, Blue!” and “Go, 
Wellesley!” literally stopped trafﬁc. So I well 
understand the power of the yelling.
Letters to the Editor
Wellesley welcomes short letters (300 words 
maximum) relating to articles or items that have 
appeared in recent issues of the magazine. Send 
your remarks to the Editor, Wellesley magazine, 
106 Central St., Wellesley, MA 02481-8203, 
email your comments to magazine@wellesley.
edu, or submit a letter via the magazine’s website, 
magazine.wellesley.edu.
WHERE’S THE DIVESTMENT?
Reading about the energy, knowledge, and envi-
ronmental concern of students, faculty, and admin-
istration in “The Green Issue” (fall ’17) provided 
me with some rare moments of optimism.
I looked in vain, however, for some mention 
of Wellesley’s endowment. What is being done 
about investments in fossil fuels? If the coal, oil, 
and gas currently being extracted are burned, we 
are pretty much doomed, no matter how sustain-
able Wellesley’s campus.
In a community so environmentally aware, 
surely there must be some talk of divestment? 
I am sure I am not the only alumna who would 
appreciate a candid discussion about this in 
Wellesley magazine.
Elizabeth Dawkins Poreba ’68
New York
Editor’s Note: In the fall of 2013, the Wellesley 
College Board of Trustees formed a working 
group on fossil-fuel divestment composed of 
trustees, faculty, and staff. The following spring, 
the full board made a policy decision concern-
ing divestment, which is detailed at https://www.
wellesley.edu/about/president/mytake/divestment.
WALK THE WALK
I am at once encouraged and disappointed by 
the latest Wellesley magazine, titled “The Green 
Issue” (fall ’17), because while I appreciate the 
“greening” of the College grounds, I am still 
I never rowed the Head of the Charles, as I 
was never quite good enough on our team to be 
in the ﬁrst boat. I say that with some pride, mind 
you, as we were one team and one W on the water. 
I was in that boat with them even though I was 
not behind the oar.
The women of Wellesley crew are a special 
bunch and remain close years later. Thank you, 
class of ’73, for being our ﬁrst in intercollegiate 
competition, which is every bit as champion 
as the 2016 Div. III National Championship 
Wellesley team.
See (hear?) you on the river!
Kristin Dykema Barbieri ’90
Weston, Mass.
CORRECTION
We apologize to Vivian Pinn ’62 for acciden-
tally assigning her to the class of ’64 in our 
proﬁle of her in the fall ’17 issue (“The Battle 
That Makes a Difference”). “Although our class 
of ’64 would love to claim her,” wrote Wendy 
Snow Love ’64, “Vivian Pinn has always been 
associated with the class of ’62. I used to 
watch late night TV with her in our dorm, and 
I know she was ahead of me.” Royal hue, ’62, 
1-9-6-2, Wellesley!
PHOTO POLICY CHANGE
Starting with the spring 2018 issue, we will be 
enacting a new photo policy that will allow us 
to share more alumnae photos in a more timely 
manner (no more waiting six to nine months for 
publication). We will choose a smaller selec-
tion of high-resolution photos to appear in the 
print magazine; all other photos will appear 
online only. All pictures must include at least 
two alumnae. Email your photos with caption 
material to magazinephotos@wellesley.edu.
AMITA PARASHAR 
KELLY ’06 (“Immigrant 
Journeys,” page 18)  
grew up hearing 
stories of how her 
mother, an immigrant 
from India, lost her  
luggage at JFK and relied on the kindness 
of New Yorkers to get by during her ﬁrst  





Technology,” page 26) 
wishes that digital 
humanities techniques 
had been around when she was an 
undergraduate at Middlebury College, 
writing long papers on 18th- and 
19th-century British novels.
Senior Associate 
Editor LISA SCANLON 
MOGOLOV ’99 
(“Frozen in Time,” 
page 32) offers this 
advice to people new 
to Wellesley winters: 
Rubber boots, while cute, will not keep  
you warm; buy ﬂeece-lined tights; and 
remember—if you don’t look like an idiot, 
you’re not warm.
JORDAN 
 NAMEROW ’05  
(“How to Raise a  
Feminist Boy,” page 
34) is a writer and the 
director of digital 
communications at 
American Jewish World Service. She and 
her wife are teaching their son that girls 
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AS I HAVE LONG BELIEVED, 
women’s health must not be 
left to chance. This convic-
tion is what drives me—and 
in large part, has propelled me 
throughout my medical career. 
Now, as Wellesley’s president, 
it lies at the heart of my deep 
commitment to expanding our 
focus on health and wellness at the College.
For young women especially, the relationships between 
health and success, growth and happiness, are vitally impor-
tant, carrying profound consequences. It is critical that we are 
prepared to meet the needs of the students who come to us.
In 2015, an estimated 3 million adolescents aged 12 
to 17 in the United States (that’s nearly 13 percent) had 
at least one major depressive episode in the previous year, 
according to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration. And a study by the United States 
Department of Health and Human Services found rates of 
depression among girls are more than double that of boys.
When students come to college, they remain at risk. 
In 2016, the American College Health Association found 
that 62 percent of undergraduates had felt “overwhelming 
anxiety” in the previous year.
Our students can only make the most of their intellectual 
strengths and fulﬁll their potential if they are as physically 
and emotionally strong as possible. We must help Wellesley 
students cultivate resilience, resolve, and emotional balance.
The Stone Center Counseling Service was founded in 
1981 thanks to the foresight and generosity of the Stone 
family. With a remarkably forward-leaning mission for 
its day, the Stone Center committed to a three-pronged 
approach of research, clinical services, and prevention. 
Today, the College looks to honor, strengthen, and expand 
that vision.
We have recently expanded our resources to meet the 
increasingly diverse needs of our students. For example, we 
hired a student-care coordinator, a crucial new member of 
the team. As an in-house case manager, her duties will be 
wide-ranging and will free up our counselors to devote more 
of their time to supporting our students directly.
While the Stone Center Counseling Service has long 
offered students online self-assessment tools, we have added 
an effective new program called WellTrack to help students 
develop the skills to cope with mild feelings of depression 
and anxiety, the top two reasons our students seek counsel-
ing. The Stone Center has also launched an enhanced online 
scheduling system to improve students’ access to services.
We have ambitious goals for reimagining health and 
wellness at Wellesley that will bring together partners from 
across the campus and the greater community. Spearheaded 
by our new Vice President and Dean of Students Sheilah 
Horton, who is already bringing a galvanizing vision and 
energy to these areas, we will look to integrate counseling 
more directly with health services, recognizing the close con-
nection between physical and emotional health. The creation 
of a wellness initiative will begin by exploring programs 
already in place on campus to understand their impact and 
potential scalability.
One model we will study is reﬂected in interdisciplin-
ary, experiential courses like the ﬁrst-year writing class 
co-taught by Connie Bauman, professor of the practice in 
the Department of Physical Education, Recreation, and 
Athletics, and Jeannine Johnson, senior lecturer and direc-
tor of the Writing Program. The students practice mindful-
ness techniques, collect data about themselves, and write 
about the science behind wellness. I attended a class session 
and saw how students are learning about effective wellness 
habits, and how to manage stress and anxiety.
To fully understand what drives health and wellness 
on our campus, we are also embarking on a collaboration 
with the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health. We 
will work together to approach health and wellness on 
Wellesley’s campus as a public health initiative, which, of 
course, it is. We will learn about the most current research 
and evidence-based strategies to teach healthy behaviors 
such as learning better sleep habits, avoiding alcohol and 
other drugs, and preventing sexual assaults.
Wellesley is both a rigorous institution of learning— 
dedicated to the highest standards of scholarship—and a 
place committed to developing a deep understanding of what 
a healthy community looks like and how one is created. In 
this way, Wellesley is poised to change how we approach the 
health and wellness of young women. We do this because it 
is the right thing to do for our students, and because these 
same young women, and alumnae like you, are the surest 
way to create a future where all can thrive.
Paula A. Johnson, president
Resilience. Resolve. Balance.
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Off the Wall
It was, by every deﬁnition of the term, a soaring 
performance.
For two days in October, members of 
Bandaloop deﬁed gravity and danced on the 
outside walls of the new Pendleton West music 
pavilion, in celebration of the public opening of 
the renovated arts building. Secured by rigging 
to the roof, the California troupe mesmerized 
audiences as they walked the walls, pushing 
off to spin and soar in intricate choreography.
The festivities also included a theater per-
formance, lectures, and the world premiere 
of !hope, a setting of an e.e. cummings poem 
by Grammy-award-winning composer Augusta 
Read Thomas commissioned for the Wellesley 
College Chamber Singers.
“I could not get enough of the Bandaloop 
performances,” says Helen Gregory ’90, one 
of several College employees who attended 
a workshop with the dancers. “My participa-
tion in the workshop made me particularly 
attuned to the athleticism of the performers. It 
is spectacular to watch them move so beau-
tifully and gracefully, and at the same time I 
kept reminding myself how very, very difﬁcult 
it is to do what they do … holding themselves 
up sideways, and making it appear as though 
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and business law, and she grew up helping 
out in the office on the weekends. He loves 
his work and says he never wants to retire, and 
indeed, at almost 90, he still works 11 or 12 hours 
a day, now with Petrulakis’s brother, who is also 
a lawyer.
There is a big difference between practicing 
law at a large university system and a small liberal 
arts college, Petrulakis says. “[At UC] we had 10 
campuses, ﬁve major medical centers, 12 hospi-
tals, three national labs—a huge operation. …  We 
also had more than 100 lawyers across the system 
helping to manage all of that work, and many 
outside counsel and other departments managing 
it. It was great experience, because I do feel that 
I’ve seen almost everything at least once before,” 
she says.
Petrulakis notes that there is a trend among 
small liberal arts colleges to bring counsel in 
W
hen Karen Petrulakis was chief deputy 
general counsel at the University of 
California, a dizzying array of legal 
issues would land on her desk every 
day. At any given time, the univer-
sity would have 600 open cases in 
litigation, on subjects ranging from the First 
Amendment rights of students to medical mal-
practice cases at university hospitals to safety 
issues in laboratories to the repatriation of Native 
American remains found on campus.
“I really love a higher-ed practice, because it’s 
relevant, and you feel like you’re doing something 
that’s really worthwhile, in a way that sometimes 
you don’t always feel when you’re in a law ﬁrm and 
you’re representing business entities who are having 
a contract dispute,” says Petrulakis, who became 
Wellesley’s ﬁrst general counsel last summer.
Petrulakis was drawn to Wellesley by its rep-
utation for excellence, and by President Paula 
Johnson. “She’s a remarkable person because she 
is so brilliant in many ways, and so impressive. … 
But at the same time, she’s very accessible,” says 
Petrulakis. “I think it’s really important as a 
lawyer to feel like you can have a relationship 
with the leadership of the institution, because 
then you can have an open dialogue.”
For Petrulakis, lawyering runs in the family. 




house instead of relying on outside ﬁrms, in part 
because of the increasingly complex legal land-
scape colleges must navigate. “You can rely on 
outside counsel, but the value of in-house counsel 
is that you’re a part of the whole community. 
So you understand the culture better and the par-
ticular needs better,” she says.
Since Petrulakis has arrived at Wellesley, she’s 
been visiting members of the community to get a 
sense of how they are currently handling legal and 
compliance issues. She had heard from colleagues 
who had also been the ﬁrst general counsel at their 
institutions that there can be “some discomfort 
with a lawyer coming in,” she says. At Wellesley, 
she has found the opposite. “Pretty much every-
one has said, ‘Oh, I’m so glad you’re here. So 
what do you want to talk about? Let me give you 
my list of things I want to talk about,’” she says.
On her end, Petrulakis is excited to be a one-
woman legal shop at Wellesley. “At my old job, 
a lot of the time I was managing big teams of 
other people and managing crises. What I’m really 
loving so far is getting back to being a lawyer, and 
being an advisor and a counselor, and getting a 
little deeper into the law. Not just making deci-
sions on big settlements or that kind of thing, but 
actually digging in and learning the law,” she says.













‘I think it’s really important as a 
lawyer to feel like you can have  
a relationship with the leadership 
of the institution, because then 
you can have an open dialogue.’
 —Karen Petrulakis













When multicolored banners appear on the path to the Science Center and students 
turn up in suits, it’s clearly Tanner day on campus. Each fall, the Tanner Conference 
aims to explore the relationship between the liberal arts classroom and student 
experiences in the world—whether through internships and service learning, interna-
tional study, experiential learning in Wellesley courses, or research and fellowships. 




Yona Levin ’18, Tashay 
Campbell ’18, and Anna 
Hunter ’19 pose by  
the student mailboxes  
in the Lulu.
AN EDITORIAL EYE
In her role as an editorial intern at the Laura Dail 
Literary Agency in New York City, Yona Levin ’18 
learned to ask a whole new set of questions of the 
literature she loves. “Who’s the audience? What’s 
compelling? Is this worth ﬁxing?” were some of 
the queries the English and political science double 
major used as she evaluated submissions to the 
agency. For her Tanner presentation, “No, You’re 
Not Done Editing,” Levin described spending her 
days writing rejection letters, creating pitches for 
books she believed in, and doing some substantive 
manuscript editing.
The experience stayed with Levin as she got 
back to studying this fall. “Now when I read, 
rather than just consuming and evaluating books as 
a student, I’m recognizing everything that has gone 
into creating them—all the people that worked 
together to make the book happen. I appreciate 
everything I am reading so much more.”
JUSTICE IN NYC
Tashay Campbell ’18 interned at the New York 
County District Attorney’s Ofﬁce—also known as 
D.A.N.Y. and “where they ﬁlm Law & Order.” 
Campbell was assigned to the Financial Frauds 
Bureau in the Investigative Division, which 
handles everything from check fraud and arson 
to schemes to defraud the public. Her assignments 
included transcribing a wiretap, doing research to 
help set bail, and analyzing ﬁnancial documents. 
“They gave me a lot of agency in deciding if some-
thing ﬁshy was going on,” Campbell says.
At ﬁrst, Campbell was skeptical about the 
justice system, particularly in regards to its 
racial and class biases. But she was inspired 
by the commitment of the people who work 
there—including many women and people of 
color—and found that the ofﬁce was quick to 
acknowledge that it is part of a ﬂawed system, 
and is working to change.
BEIJING REPORTING
Boom microphone in hand, Anna Hunter ’19 
chased Dennis Rodman—on his way home from 
North Korea—through the Beijing airport last 
summer. “I am not cut out for the paparazzi life,” 
she reported at Tanner, describing her internship 
at the ABC News Beijing bureau. While the East 
Asian studies major does not plan to go into 
journalism, she valued the research she did for 
the bureau. “I had no idea how many Chinese 
expats live in Australia, or the solutions develop-
ing in reaction to water crises in the Himalayan 
region, or all the other things that I studied or 
that happened over the course of the summer,” 
she says. “This research brought my East Asian 
studies at Wellesley to life by showing how the 
implications of what I am studying play out in 
the world today.”
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areer services at Wellesley has a new 
name—and a whole new approach. The 
Center for Work and Service is now Career 
Education, and the name may be one of the 
smallest changes for the division.
“We’re not the same organization that 
you may remember,” says Christine Cruzvergara, 
associate provost and executive director of Career 
Education. “What we have now is different in 
every single way that you can probably imagine.”
When Cruzvergara came to Wellesley in 
January 2016, she was charged with redesign-
ing what the career experience would look like 
for students and alumnae. So she embarked on a 
listening tour to ﬁ nd out what worked and what 
didn’t for students, alumnae, faculty, staff, and 
employers, combining those efforts with research 
on current practices in the ﬁ eld.
“We created this new model of career educa-
tion at Wellesley that centers around connections 
and communities,” Cruzvergara says. They split 
the division into four teams: exploration and 
experiential learning, career connections and 
communities, alumnae career advancement, 
and operations and analytics. In addition, each 
student is now assigned a college career mentor, 
a relationship that will endure from the ﬁ rst day 
on campus through to graduation. “Our mentors 
help the students to learn more about themselves,” 
Cruzvergara says, “and help them get connected 
to more individuals.”
Making a connection with their mentors can 
be a critical ﬁ rst step for students. For Emily 
Pearson ’20, this relationship has led to further 
career exploration. “It is so wonderful to have 
somebody to go to who knows what you want 
to do, knows what your future plans are, but also 
knows what experiences you have and can help 
you bridge the gap between where you want to be 
and where you are right now,” she says.
Temantimandze Shongwe ’20 ﬁ rst reached 
out to Career Education because she wanted to 
know what opportunities were available to her 
as an international student. On her own, she 
found an unpaid internship with World Vision 
in Swaziland, but with the support of the division, 
she not only got funding for the internship but 
non-academic credit on her transcript, as well.
Career community advisors provide expertise 
in different industry sectors, including education, 
technology, business, and the arts. “We know 
that getting a job in consulting looks nothing like 
getting a job in advertising. It requires different 
skill sets,” Cruzvergara says. These advisors can 
counsel students and alumnae about their indus-
try’s speciﬁ c needs and help create communities 
within the industries of interest.
The new model officially launched in fall 
2016—which was no small feat, considering the 
signiﬁ cant changes and the 19 new staff members 
who came on board in the ﬁ rst year. That year 
focused primarily on overhauling the student 
The Reinvention of Career Services
experience. “It was really important to us that 
we focus and get it right with the students ﬁ rst, 
or we were only perpetuating the problem,” 
Cruzvergara says. They seemed to get a lot right: 
Career Education saw 202 percent growth in 
appointments from academic year 2015–16 to 
2016–17, and 75 percent of students engaged in 
person with the revamped division.
As the division continues to reﬁ ne the model, 
the focus for the current year is the alumnae expe-
rience. This past fall, Sarah Ahmed was named 
the director of alumnae career advancement. “As 
I transition to this new role, [I] will be speciﬁ cally 
focusing on alumnae advancement and the offer-
ings that we can provide in that space,” she says. 
“One of my main goals is to offer a service to 
allow alumnae to know that we’re here to support 
them and allow them to deﬁ ne their own success.”
Of course, alumnae already have access to 
many of the new offerings on hand from Career 
Education: alumnae career advisors and industry-
speciﬁ c career community advisors, as well as 
the technological platforms Handshake, which 
is used to schedule appointments, search for 
internship and job opportunities, and explore 
career resources, and the Hive, which supports 
networking and mentoring. “We have that really 
targeted experience for alumnae to be able to 
get that career exploration advising through our 
alumnae advisors, but then also, whether they’re 
looking to make a pivot into a different indus-
try or they’re looking to advance more in their 
current industry, they are able to connect with our 
career community advisors, as well,” says Ahmed.
Priya Gandbhir ’09 connected with an 
alumnae advisor and the law community advisor 
as she was searching for what is her current 
position as an associate at a law ﬁ rm in central 
Massachusetts. “They really helped me to work 
through what I am looking for when I go for an 
interview [and] were helpful for me in terms of 
building up my conﬁ dence again,” she says.
Services for alumnae are not just available for 
those who live nearby. “We continue to offer ﬂ exi-
bility,” Ahmed says. “All of our appointments can 
be done via Google Hangouts as well as Skype.” 
The team is also working on future additions, like 
webinars and other distance resources.
Signiﬁ cant change has already come for career 
services at Wellesley, and even more changes are 
ahead. “Everybody always says that Wellesley 
isn’t just for four years, it’s for life,” Cruzvergara 
says. “And I want people to realize now that 
Career Education is a part of that.”
—Jennifer E. Garrett ’98
Cruzvergara (front row, fourth from right) hired 19 new staff members for Career Education in her ﬁ rst year.
‘We created this new model 
of career education at Wellesley 
that centers around connections 
and communities.’
 —Christine Cruzvergara, associate provost 
and executive director of Career Education
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Unearthing College Hall
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT IN-PERSON ENGAGEMENT
SATISFACTION & LOYALTY
of students used 
Handshake, applied 
to opportunities, 
and/or had a virtual 
appointment
of students were satisfied 
after in-person appointments, 
compared to 45% satisfaction 
for the class of ’15
of students engaged 













TO RECOMMEND TO OTHERS
Compared to a 64%  













EVER WONDER just how hot the inferno was that destroyed College Hall in 
1914? Thanks to the students of ANTH 103, we now know deﬁnitively:
• Hot enough to make the windows explode and change the metal  
mullions into metal droplets full of air bubbles, the result of melting 
and reforming in the air.
• Hot enough to turn window glass into something that looks like  
obsidian, the glassy black rock formed in volcanoes.
We know, because the students in Elizabeth Minor’s Introduction to 
Archaeology class last semester dug up the evidence, along with shards of 
dishes, an oyster shell, and the remains of a porcelain bud vase. And when 
we say dug up, we mean it: They moved and sifted two cubic meters of 
dirt, weighing about 3½ tons, at an on-campus archaeological dig last fall.
Ever since she was a student herself, Minor ’03, a Mellon Postdoctoral 
Fellow in Anthropology, has wondered what lies beneath the Tower Court 
complex (the approximate site of College Hall). In preparation for the 
dig, she used GIS technology to overlay the plans for College Hall on 
the current topography of Severance Hill. “You look for forgotten corners 
that don’t get cleaned as much or areas where there’d be high trafﬁc—main 
doors and exits” in choosing sites to dig, she says. The spades went in the 
Lake House parking lot (site of the College Hall kitchen and the source 
of the oyster shell), the back corner of Claﬂin (lots of evidence that more 
contemporary students go there to smoke and have a beer), and in the 
Tower Courtyard, which yielded the largest number of historical objects.
Tara Kohli ’21 was particularly partial to the fragments they uncovered 
of blue transferware—white porcelain with a blue willow pattern. “On a 
later trip to the Wellesley College Archives, we were presented with a few 
plates and bowls and serving platters of an extremely similar design, which 
was very exciting!” she says.
Minor believes there may well be additional artifacts to be found, as post- 
ﬁre photographs show piles of debris that were subsequently used as ﬁll on 
the site when Tower was built. The dig will continue this summer, when 
she teaches ANTH 252, The Archaeology of Wellesley, during the College’s 
summer school session.
—Alice M. Hummer
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SHARP ANGLES. Dark windows. Blank concrete. 
The entrance to the Davis Museum is minimalist to 
a fault. The challenge: to make the courtyard and 
its environs more lively and welcoming to students, 
faculty, staff, and visitors alike.
“We wanted something that activates the 
space, so that it becomes an entryway, rather 
than a barrier,” says Lisa Fischman, Ruth Gordon 
Shapiro ’37 Director of the museum. She initiated 
a project to commission one artist each year to 
create a mural for the windows.
David Teng Olsen, associate professor of art at 
Wellesley, was tapped for the ﬁrst installation. The 
commission enabled him to reﬂect on his career 
at the College as well as on his relationship to the 
museum’s collection. “The mural is based on the 
shapes, colors, and imagery that appealed to me,” 
he says. “It also shows the inﬂuence of all the artists 
I’ve met, and the artists I’ve collaborated with, over 
my 11 years here.”
Teng Olsen was inspired by the Belgian-born, 
Mexico-based artist Francis Alÿs and his 2011 
multimedia installation for the Davis, as well 
as by a 2015 exhibition of sculpture by Iranian 
artist Parviz Tanavoli, both of whom are experts 
at moving between cultures. “They’ve taken their 
lives and personal experiences and spent their 
careers making art about [them],” he says.
Teng Olsen studied bioengineering before 
switching to art as an undergraduate. He has 
painted large-scale public murals, created 3-D 
animation and scientiﬁc illustrations, and he’s 
also worked in stained glass.
He took an improvisational approach to the 
composition. “I think about how the world seems 
chaotic, it seems to improvise all the time. [But] if 
you think about the big picture, physics and science 
and nature manage to pull things together.”
His Davis mural vibrates with geometric 
shapes, bringing what Fischman calls “a sense of 
joy and exuberance” to the courtyard. Teng Olsen’s 
windows pull viewers in to look more closely. Then 
they discover that his strict geometry is animated 
by abstract and playful elements that have a hand-
drawn quality.
The designs were created on a computer and 
then reproduced on vinyl sheets in a new process 
that allows for the layering of colors in the print-
ing stage, says Teng Olsen. This eliminates the 
time-consuming steps of cutting out each shape 
in vinyl before layering them.
The mural—presented with generous support 
from Wellesley’s Friends of Art—will stay in place 
for a year. The next artist to transform the windows 
will be Daniela Rivera, associate professor of art.
—April Austin




A hush pervaded one of the Davis Museum gal-
leries as two Tibetan monks slowly etched a sand 
mandala pattern onto a blue cloth ground. The 
only sound in the room was the scritch-scritch 
of the metal cones the monks employed to direct 
grains of Himalayan sand, dyed in bright colors, 
into an intricate circular design.
The traditional pattern of the Mandala of the 
Medicine Buddha they created, handed down 
through many generations of monks, was re-
created from memory. The monks, Lobsang 
Choegyal and Tenzin Choesang, visited Wellesley 
from the Namgyal Monastery Institute of Buddhist 
Studies in Ithaca, N.Y. They spent eight weeks 
last fall constructing the 6-by-6-foot image. Their 
timeless piece stood in contrast to, yet in con-
versation with, a show of modern mandala paint-
ings, Eddie Martinez: Ants at a Picknic, which 
hung on the surrounding walls.
“We are happy to come here,” said Choesang. 
“The mandala is a prayer. We have many prob-
lems in this world. Our world holds so many dif-
ferent colors; we need all people in this world 
to be together, depend on each other, care for 
each other.”
The monks began their painstaking work 
by placing sand in the center and slowly work-
ing outward in concentric circles, constructing 
symbolic images a few grains at a time. Choesang 
said that by offering their artwork to the College, 
“We want to bring the blessings of the Buddha 
to people.”
John Bailes, the College’s Buddhist chaplain, 
explained that the mandala’s imagery represents 
the “enlightened mind, the aspiration of the med-
icine Buddha. It represents healing, letting go of 
the poisons of greed, hate, and delusion, and 
healing ourselves and healing the world.”
The ﬁnal step in the traditional mandala 
process is dissolution—a somber ceremony 
that begins with removing tiny pinches of sand 
while chanting prayers, and proceeds to sweep-
ing away each grain in the design, obliterating 
the image. On Oct. 11, 2017, the swept-up sand 
was gathered in a glass jar and carried in proces-
sion to Lake Waban, where it was released into 
the water, reminding observers of the transitory 
nature of all things—even art.
—Catherine O’Neill Grace
You can watch a time-lapse video of the creation 






































If there’s a theme in the athletic career of Yasmine Reece ’19, 
it’s probably jumping. She played basketball and volleyball for 
years, and she even tried the high jump. But although she started 
playing volleyball in the ﬁfth grade, it wasn’t love at ﬁrst spike. “At 
that time in my life, I was more serious about basketball,” Reece 
says. “Volleyball was just something I did to spend time with my 
friends.” In the end, though, volleyball won out. “By the eighth 
grade, I would practice by myself,” she says, “and I taught myself 
the overhand serve just because I liked ﬂying.”
UP IN THE AIR As a 6-foot middle hitter for the Blue, Reece gets 
to ﬂy a lot. Jumping up and hitting the ball—often to just the right 
spot—is one of Reece’s strong suits. “I think that has always 
pretty much come easy to me just because of how tall I am, and I 
can jump pretty high,” she says. When she was younger, however, 
she hadn’t quite mastered some of the fundamentals of the sport. 
“I didn’t know how to take a proper approach, so most of the time 
I just jumped in the air and hit the ball really awkwardly, but it 
worked,” she says. Since then, her technique has improved, and 
she recorded more than 300 kills in each of her ﬁrst two seasons 
with the Blue, and 270 kills last fall.
KILL, KILL, KILL No one was hurt by all those kills—although 
perhaps her opponents wouldn’t agree. “A kill is when you hit on 
the ball, and nobody can pick it up, nobody can pass it, or do 
anything with it,” Reece says. Of course, a kill isn’t the only 
unusual term for the sport. “Another one that confuses people is 
tool,” she says. That is when a player hits the ball into the blocker’s 
hands, and it goes out of bounds, earning a point. Reece laughs 
as she explains another good one: pancake. “That’s when you’re 
running to pass the ball, and you’re not going to make it, so you 
dive and you pass the ball with just your hand ﬂat on the ground,” 
she says. “It’s like a last resort thing.”
STAT COLLECTOR Recording kills isn’t all Reece does for the 
team, although she is proliﬁc at it. After her 270 kills this fall 
(bringing her just seven shy of 1,000 for her Wellesley career), she 
also notched 102 blocks and 100 digs. The totality of her play 
earned her an All-America honorable mention from the American 
Volleyball Coaches Association (AVCA). She was also named to 
the AVCA New England All-Region team and the New England 
Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) All-Conference 
ﬁrst team.
22-7 The team as a whole had a banner season, ﬁnishing with a 
record of 22–7. After a rough start with two straight losses, the 
team evened out and at one point had a 12-game winning streak. 
“Once we were at seven [in the winning streak], we realized, ‘Oh, 
we’re going to be the real deal this season,’” Reece says. They 
made it to the NEWMAC title game, and earned a trip to the NCAA 
tournament. Losing in the ﬁrst round at the NCAA tournament only 
strengthened their resolve to come back even better next season, 
Reece says. “We’re already trying to have the mindset that we’re 
going to go to the NCAA tournament again, and we’re going to get 
further than the ﬁrst round,” she says.
—Jennifer E. Garrett ’98
SPORTS
High Flyer
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‘Sports provides  
an image  
of perfection.  
It’s like theater. 
[You think,] 
“I didn’t realize 
humans could  
do that.”’
OVERHEARD
—Bill Littleﬁeld,  
of NPR’s Only a Game, 
speaking on campus
Solutions for Climate Change
Former Vice President Al Gore will deliver the 
College’s premier academic lecture, the Wilson 
Lecture, on April 28. The talk will be part of a series 
of events tied to Wellesley’s Year of Sustainability. 
Gore currently spends the majority of his time 
working with the Climate Reality Project, a non-
proﬁt he founded that is devoted to ﬁnding solu-
tions to climate change.
113 2322 760
See something, do something. Michelle Yu ’19 and April 
Chen, a junior at Babson College, saw the need for cards 
that expressed quiet caring for people with serious medical or 
emotional issues. So the budding entrepreneurs raised $5,000 
through a Kickstarter campaign and launched their online 
business, Gentle Cards. Since October, they’ve been selling 
cards with black and white illustrations and messages like 
“Take Your Time,” “This Too Shall Pass,” and “Feel Deeply, 
Heal Softly.” Colored pencils are provided with the cards, 
with the hope that recipients will tap into the therapeutic 
beneﬁts of coloring. Yu and Chen are also partnering with the 
Boston nonproﬁt Bags of Hope Ministries. Recipients who 
have colored the cards can send them to women there who 
are homeless, are recovering from addiction, or were victims 
of sex trafﬁcking. The duo plans to launch a new line of cards 
in April. Their site is gentle.cards.
Healing Cards
Number of years the  
student-run cooperative café 
has been in business
Number of students who  
work for El Table
Types of hot sauce  
available
Loaves of bread  
used per week
Tabs (students, faculty,  
and staff) open this semester
3
Broadcast News
The latest in must-see TV on campus 
is WCTV News, which airs every 
Sunday at 7 P.M. Rachel Pak ’18 and 
Anjali Sundaram ’18 are anchors and 
executive producers, writing copy, con-
ducting interviews, and editing footage. 
The show features both campus and 
national news. The two had internships 
at CNBC last summer and returned to 
campus to put their newfound news 
savvy to work.
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lexandria Smith’s life, like her exuberant collages, is composed 
of many layers. She’s a mixed-media visual artist, assistant pro-
fessor of studio art at Wellesley, the co-organizer of the artists’ 
collective Black Women Artists for Black Lives Matter, and a 
former art teacher in the New York City schools.
Her art deals with questions of identity, of “trying to ﬁgure 
out who you are,” she says. Earlier in 
her career, Smith created characters 
who are young black girls in pigtails 
and dresses. In a series of paintings 
and drawings, these cartoonish ﬁgures 
are often shown with a paper sack 
or pillowcase over their heads. Smith 
explains that these characters “evoke 
various psychological states, and at the 
same time blur the distinction between 
representation and abstraction.”
The works delve into not only the 
common experience of being an adoles-
cent, and a girl, but more particularly, 
being an adolescent girl of color. Smith 
says that while she drew from her own 
life, none of the work should be taken 
as autobiographical. She’s more inter-
ested in the complexity and totality of 
female experience.
A theme that runs throughout her 
work is the journey of girls becoming 
women, and how they develop a sense 
of self and a feeling of empowerment 
along the way. “I’m trying to highlight 
multiple aspects of femininity,” she says.
In Smith’s more recent work, the 
girls in pigtails appear to have grown 
up. In The Pleasure Principle, a 10-by-40-foot paper and canvas collage, 
women’s bodies are depicted in full bloom, as they cavort and enjoy 
themselves every bit as much as the women in Cézanne’s The Bathers. 
The analogy is intentional: Smith’s compositions often reference historic 
paintings from the impressionist, Baroque, and Renaissance eras. She’s 
commenting on the idealized view of (white) women found in paintings 
throughout history. “I wanted to showcase black and brown ﬁgures just 
being joyful and happy and present and seen,” she says.
FOCUS ON FACULTY ‘The goal of my work is to amplify the voices of marginalized people 
through the visual arts.’ 
 —Alexandria Smith, assistant professor of art
Smith is animated by the desire to tell more than one story, especially 
about people of color. “Visual art and media are critical in shaping the 
ways we view others,” she says. “There needs to be greater representa-
tion and visibility of everyone, and their stories told, so we don’t have 
this unilateral way of looking at things. When it’s only one story, that’s 
what leads to the problems we’re having in the world now.”
She describes the goal of her work 
as “amplifying the voices of the mar-
ginalized.” She does this through many 
avenues: making and teaching art, advo-
cating for arts education, and taking part 
in Black Women Artists for Black Lives 
Matter. Smith explains that the collective 
was formed as a response to the deaths of 
black people at the hands of police. “We 
felt paralyzed,” she says. “We were all 
asking how we could use our creativity to 
highlight these injustices.” The collective, 
begun in 2016, is gaining visibility, and 
its members have staged exhibitions and 
performances in cities such as New York, 
Houston, Los Angeles, and London.
Smith has been involved with edu-
cation since the age of 16, when she 
coached soccer. In 2005, while ﬁnishing 
a master’s degree in art education at New 
York University, she taught at the Harlem 
Children’s Zone Promise Academy Charter 
School. Later, she taught middle school in 
East Harlem and high school in the South 
Bronx, and completed an M.F.A. in paint-
ing and drawing at Parsons|The New 
School. While she loved the students she 
taught, she disliked the emphasis on high 
test scores, which left little time for art and creativity.
“Students learn compassion, tenderness, and humanity through the 
arts, which is integral to breaking down barriers and instigating social 
change,” she says.
—April Austin
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WHEN KATIE HALL ’84 stepped onto the Wellesley 
campus in 1980, she planned to pursue politi-
cal science. “I had aspirations to be president 
of the United States,” she says. “I didn’t go into 
Wellesley thinking science.”
She signed up for Physics 101 to get her science 
requirement out of the way, but by the end of the 
semester, decided she wanted to major in physics. 
“I absolutely loved it,” Hall says. “Working in 
the lab and learning the physical concepts really 
captured my attention. That cycle of theory and 
experiment—to this day, I ﬁnd it thrilling.”
It’s a passion she brings to the classroom now 
that she’s back at Wellesley as a visiting lecturer 
in physics. Hall spent decades working for some 
of the country’s top research labs. She holds 98 
patents, with more pending. She brings an exper-
tise in ﬁber-optic communication—a way to 
transport information by sending pulses of light 
through an optical ﬁber—to her introductory 
physics classes. She also applies her background 
in athletics. At Wellesley, she played varsity vol-
leyball, basketball, and lacrosse.
“To the extent you can make the classroom 
feel like a team, those are always the best classes,” 
Hall says. She regularly uses demonstrations—
popular ones show how electric and magnetic 
forces work—that spark students to ask ques-
tions and form alternate hypotheses. “Exploring 
brings everyone together,” she says.
After Wellesley, she honed her specialty at 
AT&T Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, and then 
at Lincoln Laboratory and MIT, where she earned 
her doctorate in electrical engineering and com-
puter science.
Hall developed laser transmitters and other 
optical devices to help speed up optical ﬁber com-
munication systems and the internet. Later, she 
got into wireless technology, designing wireless 
power solutions. The bulk of her patents focus 
on wireless technology. Some of her inventions, 
like wireless charging systems for electric vehicles, 
will be on the market as early as next year. Others, 
related to powering implanted medical devices 
and transferring power from solar panels, are still 
being developed.
Then came the 2016 presidential election. “The 
outcome was a shock to my system,” Hall says. 
Suddenly, that old feeling from her early days at 
Wellesley bubbled to the surface. She wanted to 
help make the world a better place. But she still 
wasn’t sure that politics was the place to do it.
Why are you drawn to doing solo shows, 
like Unaccustomed to My Name?
I’m not interested particularly in the cattle call 
auditions, and I’m not interested particularly 
in other people determining my career path. 
I would really like to try to make something, and 
then from that thing discover what the next thing 
is. … So I did start writing solo theater, which I 
started to tour all over the world. And I think 
a lot of the career opportunities I’ve had came 
from just that ﬁrst project of saying, “OK, well, 
I’m going to invest some time in this and some 
money in this, and some creative capital in this.” 
People saw me at festivals. People then invited me 
to come elsewhere. Nora Hussey [director of the 
Wellesley College Theatre] was constantly shilling 
me to theaters around. Bless her heart, my guard-
ian angel. She introduced me to a lot of people, 
and she brought me [to teach at Wellesley].
The students in your class on women  
in American comedy have an unusual 
midterm—they’re each doing a four-minute 
standup set. How do you prepare them  
for that?
We have been looking at different standups, 
improvisers, storytellers, and solo performers, 
and breaking down styles, thinking about what’s 
Hall’s husband suggested teaching. When 
she looked at the Wellesley website, she saw an 
opening for a visiting physics professor. “It was 
meant to be,” says Hall. “It’s felt like coming 
home.”
—Deborah Lynn Blumberg ’00
effective, thinking about the audience. What does 
the audience need to hear? Thinking about what 
your voice is. What do you want to say? What are 
you angry about? What are you excited about? 
What have you noticed that you’re not sure if 
anybody else noticed? …  They’re on the cusp of 
discovering that thinking about [performing] is 
worse than doing it.
What advice do you have for students  
(or alumnae) who are interested in  
a career in theater?
Create community. Read a lot. Keep ﬁlling your 
cup with things that inspire you. And try to show 
up for things, because sometimes the hardest 
thing is walking in the room and being present 
to the people that you want to play with. And I’m 
increasingly introverted as I get older, so it’s good 
for me to reiterate these things to myself.
—Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99
Patently Wellesley
MARTA RAINER ’98 describes herself as a “peripa-
tetic, poly-directional Polish-American theatre 
artist.” When she’s not traveling the world doing 
one-woman shows, she can be found teaching in 
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Reviews of books by Wellesley authors
Shelflife
deep currents of anger and resentment ﬂowing 
through our culture,” she writes. “I know people 
don’t want to hear about these things, especially 
from me, but we have to get this right.”
Yes, an unusually frank tone of self-pity and 
bitterness runs through her account. But, as in 
any Clinton memoir, data, analysis, timelines, 
historical references, and observations gleaned 
from years in public life also abound. Moreover, 
ongoing investigations into issues such as media 
bias lend credence to her point of view.
Women pay a cost for competing in American 
politics, especially at the highest levels, Clinton 
writes. As the ﬁrst woman nominated by a major 
party to the presidency, she’s in a unique posi-
tion to talk about it. Anyone who runs for public 
ofﬁce faces criticism. But how many men in public 
life have a bad hair day that makes headlines? 
Criticism of Clinton, from her early days as a 
gubernatorial spouse in Arkansas, has been relent-
less (clothes, makeup, voice, body, career, family, 
ﬁnances, name). As she sought public ofﬁce for 
herself, the criticism turned venomous. (Think 
T-shirts and coffee mugs depicting Trump holding 
up Clinton’s severed head.)
“I’ve been in politics for a long time, but I was 
taken aback by the ﬂood of hatred that seemed 
only to grow as we got closer to Election Day,” 
she writes. “I had left the State Department one 
of the most admired public servants in America. 
Now people seemed to think I was evil.”
Even so, she was heavily favored in endorse-
ments, funding, and most polls, and widely 
expected to prevail. In her view, the reason she 
didn’t comes down to the email scandal that 
wouldn’t die.
Clinton calls her decision to use a personal 
email account for ofﬁcial business “a dumb deci-
sion,” but an “even dumber scandal.” Emails 
are a perfect story for stressed media outlets 
whose funding has shifted from subscriptions 
and local business advertising to internet hits. 
HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON ’69
What Happened 









Hillary Rodham Clinton’s raw, often painful 
memoir of the 2016 presidential race doesn’t claim 
to be the last word on how Donald Trump made it 
to the Oval Ofﬁce. “That’s not for me to write— 
I have too little distance and too great a stake in 
it,” she writes. But after losing to “perhaps the 
least prepared man in history,” Clinton wants to 
set the record straight. And recent headlines are 
focusing new attention on her version of events.
“We can’t understand what happened in 2016 
without confronting the audacious information 
warfare waged from the Kremlin, the unprece-
dented intervention in our election by the director 
of the FBI, a political press that told voters that 
my emails were the most important story, and 
No Ordinary Race
When Frank Bidart, Andrew W. Mellon Professor 
in the Humanities and professor of English at 
Wellesley, received the 2017 National Book Award 
for Half-Light: Collected Poems 1965–2016 
in November, he said in his acceptance speech, 
“Writing the poems was how I survived … . I hope 
that the journeys these poems go on will help 
others to survive as well.”
Those journeys—which include growing 
up with an alcoholic father and a controlling 
mother, being gay when homosexuality was not 
accepted, and identifying his moral philosophy—
give power and resonance to the 700-plus page 
opus, which has been described by Publishers 
Weekly as “an almost overwhelming bounty, a 
permanent book.”
The voices in the work range from vulner-
able and direct to sophisticated and theatrical, 
and appear in a variety of styles—heartbreaking 
lyrics, expansive narratives, and dramatic mono-
logues featuring challenging ﬁgures such as child 
murderer Herbert White. Bidart, who has taught 
at Wellesley for 45 years, handles them all with 
aplomb and the skill of a consummate storyteller.
Yet what makes the work compelling is Bidart’s 
ability to address complex issues with urgency, 
rawness, and tremendous insight, as when he 
notes: “the past in maiming us,/ makes us.”
Continued on page 75
Continued on page 76
Bidart’s Bounty
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MALINDA LO ’96
A Line in the Dark 
Dutton Books for Young Readers 
288 pages; $17.99
Biblioﬁles
From Ash to Adaptation to 
A Line in the Dark, your  
novels range across genres. 
What did you learn from 
switching genres?
I’ve learned that people think 
switching genres is really surprising! 
There are common threads across 
all genres. There’s often a mystery 
and a romance, and in all my favor-
ite novels there’s some element of 
wonder. Regardless of genre, I want 
to write stories about queer women. 
I think we belong in every kind of 
book as the main character.
By Olivia Funderburg ’18 | Funderburg spent last summer as an editorial intern at HarperCollins Publishers, 
supported by a grant from the nonproﬁt We Need Diverse Books.
in power. It’s important for all of us 
to push back against that erasure, not 
only in books for young readers but 
in every aspect of life.
How did you approach discussing 
class, a topic that’s not always 
addressed in YA novels?
Class is part of life, just like diversity, 
and it’s always been an element of my 
novels. I write about these distinc-
tions because they help deﬁne the way 
characters move through the world. 
Jess is from a lower-middle-class 
immigrant family, and that gives her 
a particular perspective on life, from 
the food she enjoys eating to the way 
she thinks about wealthy people.
For Jess, art is a valuable  
outlet, and even therapeutic. 
Does writing serve a similar 
purpose for you?
Writing is both my work and my 
calling, but it’s not therapeutic. I 
have anxiety and have had clinical 
depression in the past, and when I’m 
dealing with those mental illnesses, I 
can’t write. There’s no substitute for 
professional counseling.
Malinda Lo ’96 highlights queer 
women, particularly queer women 
of color, in her work for young 
adult readers. Her sixth novel, A 
Line in the Dark, is a contempo-
rary thriller that explores the com-
plexities of friendship and identity. 
Kirkus Reviews named it one of the 
best teen mysteries and thrillers of 
2017. We caught up with her after 
she returned from her book tour.
Why was it important to depict  
a Chinese-American family?  
Why does diversity in books  
for young readers matter?
Jess Wong, the main character 
in this book, came to me almost 
fully formed from the start. She 
was always an atypical Chinese 
American girl—a queer artist who 
is still seeking out the truth of her 
heart. Jess came to me ﬁrst, and her 
family followed.
I’m often asked why diversity is 
important, and my answer has always 
been because diversity is reality. The 
problem is, reality has often been 
ignored or erased by those who are 
Freshink
HOPE COSTIN 
ANDERSEN ’77—The Book 
Sisters, Bookbaby
DEBORAH MEYERS 
BOYLE ’89—The Well-Ordered 
Universe: The Philosophy of 
Margaret Cavendish, Oxford 
University Press
KATE BROAD ’06 writing as 
Rebecca Brooks—Make Me 
Yours, Entangled
RUTH CHAN ’02— Georgie’s 
Best Bad Day and Where’s the 
Party?, Roaring Brook Press
DEBORAH CHUNG ’74—
Carbon Composites, 2nd 
Edition, Elsevier
JANE CONDON ’73 and Bobbi 
Eggers—Chardonnay Moms: 
Jane & Bobbi’s Greatest Hits, 
BookBaby
BARBARA MCKENNA 
DICKINSON ’55—Rose in 
Charge, Dorrance
ANNE DOUGLASS ’89—
Leading for Change in Early 
Care and Education: Cultivating 
Leadership From Within, 
Teachers College Press
M.C. DYE ’55—Assumptions 
Can Mislead: Failures  
in Health Care and Elsewhere,  
Trafford Publishing
NAUSHEEN EUSUF ’02—Not 
Elegy, But Eros, NYQ Books 
and Bengal Lights Books 
(Bangladesh)
ERIN GOODMAN ’02, 
translator—Prisoner of 
Pinochet: My Year in a Chilean 
Concentration Camp by  
Sergio Bitar, University  
of Wisconsin Press
JASMINE GUILLORY ’97—The 





PAGE ’69—The Body in the 
Casket, William Morrow
NAYANTARA PANDIT 
SAHGAL ’47—When the Moon 
Shines by Day, Speaking  
Tiger Books
JENNIFER LONOFF 
SCHIFF ’87—A Shell of a 
Problem: A Sanibel Island 
Mystery, Shovel & Pail Press
MADELINE TIGER ’56—In the 
Clearing, Dos Madres Press
TIFFANY TSAO ’04—The More 
Known World and The Oddfits, 
AmazonCrossing
SEND US YOUR BOOKS
If you’ve published a book and 
you’d like to have it listed in 
“Fresh Ink” and considered for 
review, please send two copies 
to Catherine Grace, Wellesley 
magazine, 106 Central St., 
Wellesley, MA 02481-8203.















How six alumnae came to the United States to build new lives      
JOURNEYSIMMIGRANT
By Amita Parashar Kelly ’06 |  Illustration by Nicole Xu 
When immigration enters the national conversation these days, it tends to ﬁt into one 
of two narratives. On one side, a Hamilton-style rise to achieve the American dream. 
On the other, ever-growing fear surrounding the immigrants entering this country 
and how they will alter the fabric of society.
But the real stories—including those of the many immigrants who have made their 
way to Wellesley—are more complicated than either of those narratives. They are  
the stories of broken and repaired families, lost and found histories, plans upended, 
and constant impermanence. Joyful reunions and deep gratitude. Shifting ground 
endured to forge new ties and create a home.
Immigrants and international students have been part of Wellesley’s fabric since 
1888, when the ﬁrst international student arrived on campus. Since then, Wellesley 
has welcomed immigrants whose families ﬂed war and political unrest, like Madeleine 
Korbel Albright ’59, economic hardship, like Ana Martinez ’17, and horriﬁc tragedy, like 
Variny Yim ’90. Here are six of their stories.
T he first time Ana Martinez  ’17 crossed the border from Mexico into the United States, 
she was 3 months old and passing as somebody 
else’s child. Martinez’s father, who had once lived in 
the U.S., had met a couple of American citizens and 
arranged for them to drive her across the border 
and pretend that she was their own. Meanwhile, 
Martinez’s actual parents, also undocumented, 
crossed the border separately and met her on the 
other side.
The dramatic story is seared into Martinez’s memory 
as a testament to how desperate her parents must have 
been to try to reach a better life. Her dad was sick, her 
mom had lost her managerial job at a pharmaceutical 
company, and Mexico’s economy was in crisis. They were 
driven by ﬁnancial need, Martinez says, but her mother 
has often looked back and wondered “what exactly went 
through her mind, because that couple could have taken 
off with me.”
That border crossing wasn’t an immediate ticket to the 
American dream they hoped for. After struggling to ﬁnd 
work, the family returned to Mexico after a month. They 




I t was just before the Communist revolution in China when Lulu Chow Wang  ’66 visited her 
father, who was temporarily living in the United 
States for business. She was 4 years old, and her 
Wellesley brand of persistence was already shining 
through. She managed to convince her mother to 
take her—the third of four children—on the trip. 
So Wang’s mother set off with her and two older 
daughters, leaving her youngest child, then 2, behind.
Wang remembers that 1948 airplane ride as “full of 
wonderment,” not fear. Her father, who was an executive at a 
private shipping company, greeted the family in Washington, 
D.C., with an American car, and lived in an American home. 
All very impressive to a 4-year-old.
Then the revolution happened. Her father had been a 
well-known Nationalist, and her parents knew they could 
not return to China. It would be 40 years before her family 
saw her sister again.
Wang remembers an easy transition to Washington, and 
eventually New York. In part because she arrived so young, 
she picked up English quickly, and she loved the leader ship 
and team spirit of sports. She says she “never felt stigmatized 
as an immigrant.” She is grateful to still speak the Shanghai 
dialect because of her mother’s insistence that she and her 
sisters speak it at home after school.
The family made American friends and had a close 
community of Chinese friends, which Wang describes as 
the “best of both worlds.”
But there was one member of the family still missing. 
Wang’s youngest sister was sent to China’s northern prov-
inces to work on a farm and denied upper-school education 
because of their father’s association with Nationalists. While 
it was difﬁcult, Wang says being in the countryside actually 
sheltered her sister from some of the harshest realities of the 
Cultural Revolution that residents of the country’s urban 
centers faced. Over the years, the family communicated with 
her by letter, but there was heavy censorship.
The family—especially Wang’s mother—tried desper-
ately to get a visa for their sister to come to the U.S. In the 
1980s, years after President Richard Nixon worked to 
normalize relations, the family succeeded. Three trips to 
Shanghai later, Wang’s mother had visas for her youngest 
daughter, her son-in-law, and their 5-year-old daughter.
Wang feared she wouldn’t feel an instant connection 
with her sister. “I remember getting ready to go to the 
airport to welcome my sister to the United States. We were 
all very excited, but I remember thinking to myself, ‘I’m 
going to meet my ﬂesh and blood, the sister we’ve wanted 
to meet all these years, but what if I see her and I don’t feel 
this automatic sense of love for her?’”
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together. The family moved to Hollister, Calif., among 
the cherry and apricot groves, where Martinez learned 
the No. 1 rule among her community of undocumented 
immigrants: Be quiet.
“I was used to being really loud, singing terribly back 
home in Mexico,” she says. But in the U.S., she remem-
bers her parents and other adults in her life “constantly, 
constantly” telling her to be quiet so as not to draw 
attention to herself and other immigrants.
So the once-boisterous little girl became nearly silent.
“It’s a very real fear that, I think, you have right away—
that you have to be quiet, because [immigration authorities] 
are going to come and take your parents,” Martinez says.
The quiet followed her on a move to Texas. In elemen-
tary school, she stuttered badly, says she was “aggressively 
shy,” and had trouble learning English.
But she started to ﬁnd her voice when bullies made 
fun of her for being a newly arrived “Mexicana”—in 
contrast to students of Mexican descent whose families 
had been in the area for generations.
“I was not about to be bullied because I was 
Mexican,” she says. “I was very, very proud of the fact that 
I was Mexican, and I always felt more Mexican than I did 
Texan or American. So I started kind of talking. I started 
talking back.”
With her parents’ help, she got ahead in school and 
especially excelled in math. Her father, who didn’t ﬁnish 
high school, practiced multiplication tables with her 
at home.
“My dad always said that I didn’t have to speak 
English to be good at math, because … math is its own 
language, and it’s universal,” she says. Martinez would 
accompany her mother while she cleaned classrooms in 
the evening, and she was often given books and puzzles. 
She became a voracious reader. Eventually, she ended up 
at Wellesley and became an economics major.
Martinez and her family are now U.S. citizens, and she 
has most certainly found her voice. Last fall, she interned 
on Capitol Hill for Rep. Filemon Vela (D-Texas), where 
she spoke to constituents about their concerns.
And she says she wouldn’t change anything about how 
she got there. “I generally feel like I have just lucked out 
in every single way that counts,” Martinez says. “I would 
never, ever choose to have had any kind of different life.”
But immediately, when Wang saw her sister, “in her I 
could see my sister’s hands, my mother’s hair, my laugh, 
and she was a composite of all of us. … It was like we four 
sisters had never been apart.”
Wang credits her younger sister’s “generous-spirited 
positive thinking,” for her family’s joyful reunion. “There 
was never a word of criticism or blame or whining.”
Her niece, then 5 years old, retraced Wang’s immigra-
tion journey to the U.S. and eventually her educational one 
as well: She grew up to attend Wellesley and graduated 
in the class of ’97.
Reﬂecting on her immigrant experience now, Wang 
is both grateful for the “endless opportunity” her family 
received by coming to the United States and proud that 
her family has “brought something new that was additive 
to the American tapestry.”
Lulu Chow Wang ’66
‘ I was not about to be bullied because I was Mexican.’
 —Ana Martinez ’17
A t 14, Olga Shurchkov ’01 wasn’t asked if she wanted to move to the United States from 
Russia, but she remembers being “psyched.”
Shurchkov’s father was in Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin’s cabinet, and after political turmoil in the early 
1990s, he made a unilateral decision to move his family 
to the U.S.
Shurchkov’s English was good, and she thought she’d 
easily ﬁ t in with her new classmates. Coming from an 
interesting, different place, she reasoned, would create 
opportunity for conversation.
But her transition to the Boston area was “really, really 
shocking and hard,” she says. She started one school in 
December and another in March when the family moved 
to a different Boston suburb. She struggled to ﬁ t into a 
place with different social and cultural norms.
V ariny Yim ’90 was just 4 years old when she fled civil war in Cambodia with her sister 
and grandparents.
By 1973, the family had decided their country wasn’t 
safe. But, like many emigrants, they thought the situation 
would stabilize and their leave would be brief. Nobody 
could have anticipated what would come next for Yim’s 
family, or her entire country. Between 1975 and 1979, 
nearly 2 million Cambodians died—roughly 20 percent of 
the country’s population—at the hands the Khmer Rouge 
headed by Pol Pot. Hundreds of mass grave sites have been 
identiﬁ ed, now known as the killing ﬁ elds.
Yim herself ﬂ ed with her grandparents before all that 
happened, joining her mother, who was in the United 
States on a Fulbright studying linguistics. Her father stayed 
behind to care for other family members.
Shurchkov recounts one time she invited classmates 
over, and her mom asked her what she should cook for 
them. “A big delicacy in Russia is cow tongue,” she says, 
so that’s what her mother made. “That was not a good 
idea,” she says now.
As an immigrant, struggles to integrate socially and 
ﬁ nd your identity build up, she says, and “kind of kill 
your conﬁ dence.” It’s like trying to penetrate a wall, she 
says. “You can’t really ﬁ t in, and you lose your identity, 
like you don’t know where you are.”
Shurchkov eventually took back her confidence 
and broke through that wall with Korean martial arts. 
She was attracted to the uniformity and discipline of 
tae kwon do: You don’t really have to speak, everyone 
wears white, and it’s effort and your attitude that really 
count, she says.
  Variny Yim ’90  
‘You can’t really fit in, and you lose your identity, 
like you don’t know where you are.’
 —Olga Shurchkov ’01
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Growing up in Virginia, Yim says, it was a daily 
struggle to balance her identities as a Cambodian and an 
American. By day, she got the message “loud and clear” at 
school that it was best to just ﬁt in and try to “make sure 
that you try to not be so different.” But then she would go 
home, where “there’s your grandmother speaking [Khmer] 
to you … telling you to pray to Buddha, reminding you 
about your father.”
Trying so hard to ﬁt in, she says, suppresses “this very 
big part of you … and when you’re younger, it seems very 
confusing.”
Yim’s father back in Cambodia was a looming presence 
in their house, but her mother didn’t talk about him much. 
“She was working really hard to make sure that we adjusted 
to this new life as immigrants,” Yim says.
“It was, I think, such a painful, painful part of my moth-
er’s experience,” Yim adds. “We didn’t even know what 
was happening to him.”
Yim would never see her dad again. When she was 9 
years old, she was told, plainly, that he had died.
“I just remember being called in, and my mom saying, 
‘OK, your father has died.’ But I knew nothing about where 
he was, that he was even in danger. We didn’t even talk 
about what was happening in Cambodia. … We didn’t 
discuss it in our house.”
She has now practiced tae kwon do for more than 20 
years and is a ﬁfth-degree black belt. “It’s a place that you 
can get some kind of identity that’s not related to your 
immigrant status, you know what I mean? Because at the 
beginning, you’re just an immigrant.”
“I think that my story would be very different if it 
weren’t for tae kwon do,” she says.
When Shurchkov was a student, the College became 
a second home and gave her a fresh start. She’s now an 
associate professor of economics at Wellesley and says her 
experience helps her support new generations of interna-
tional students and immigrants that enter her classroom. 
“I know how hard it was for me,” she says.
Her parents moved back to Russia while she was 
in college, and her father has since passed away. But the 
immigrant experience has very much stayed with— 
and in some ways divided—her family. Shurchkov now 
feels more American than Russian, while her mother is 
decidedly Russian. It’s hard, she says, “to have a deep 
relationship … when we are from such different world[s].”
Over the years, she heard several versions of how her 
father had died. She conﬁrmed the horriﬁc truth as she was 
researching her family history to inform her 2016 novel 
The Immigrant Princess. Her father was brutally mur-
dered in Tuol Sleng—a school that had become a torture 
chamber. Yim also learned that she lost 18 relatives on 
her father’s side.
Today, her family’s immigrant story is a very present 
part of her identity, though a part that is not immedi-
ately apparent.
“I’m very fortunate because I speak English really well. I 
am very Americanized,” she says, “and that is [a] complete 
misperception of immigrants, because I never have lost my 
identity as an immigrant.”
Growing up in the “shadow of the killing ﬁelds,” she 
says through tears, “not a day goes by when I am not aware 
of the genocide. And that has been a part of my existence 
since I was … 9 years old, when I found out my dad died.”
Digging into her family’s past, she says, has helped her 
look “that darkness in the eye and welcome it, and have it 
nourish me back.”
  Olga     
  Shurchkov
  ’  01 
C arol Corneilse ’84 remembers what she was wearing the day she realized her quest to ﬁt 
in on Wellesley’s campus wasn’t working: a yellow 
crewneck sweater and plaid skirt made by her 
seamstress mother. “That was the height of the 
preppy era,” she says.
But she came home from class that day, looked in the 
mirror and thought, “‘Oh my goodness, this is not who 
I am.’ … It felt very foreign.”
Corneilse came to Wellesley as an international 
student from Cape Town, South Africa, where she had 
grown up middle class during a highly political time. 
There was widespread institutional racism and activism 
under the apartheid system. When she was a teenager, 
tens of thousands of schoolchildren in Soweto walked 
out to protest the introduction of Afrikaans, seen as the 
language of apartheid.
Her desire to ﬁt in predated her time at Wellesley. As 
a multiracial South African, she says she grew up learn-
ing that “you straddle both worlds because you ﬁt in 
neither—because you’re this mix.”
In the U.S., her identity didn’t ﬁt neatly into a box, 
either. She is South African, but her last name sounds 
European. Classmates were confused that she looked 
Asian but identiﬁed as black.
And there was what she calls “shared cultural capital” 
among Americans that she just didn’t have. She hadn’t 
heard of the TV show Gilligan’s Island and was shocked 
to see classmates write with pen in textbooks. That was 
unheard of where she grew up, because books were 
passed on to the next class.
As an international student, she also found it difﬁcult 
to connect with black students at Wellesley because she 
is not African-American. Years later, though, many of 
M adeleine Korbel Albright  ’59 remembers sailing into New York Harbor when she was 
11, full of deep appreciation and anticipation for 
what the United States would offer.
It was November, and it had been a long journey from 
England. Still, she says, it “really was a spectacular time to 
come in to New York harbor and see the Statue of Liberty 
that we had all read about, and think about what it really 
meant that we were coming to this incredible country.”
Her father, Josef Korbel, was a diplomat who was 
forced out when communists took over Czechoslovakia.
Albright had watched politics and history unfold 
during World War II, with a keen eye on America’s crucial 
role in the war.
The family had already moved from Czechoslovakia 
to England, and then settled in Great Neck, N.Y. She had 
the major advantage of already speaking English, she says, 
but she remembers wanting to ﬁt in socially, too.
She recalls gathering with family to sing “We Gather 
Together” before Thanksgiving and hearing somebody 
“osking” for God’s blessing. “I thought, who’s ‘osking?’” she 
recalls. “From then on I ‘asked’ because I wanted to ﬁt in.”
And the family had to sort out how America worked 
in other ways. Her mother got into soap operas, thinking 
they would have an ending—of course, they never did. 
 Madeleine 
 Korbel   
 Albright 
 ’  59
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Amita Parashar Kelly ’06 is an editor on NPR’s national 
desk and the daughter of immigrants.
And they’d never heard of allergies. “So ﬁnally, when 
one of us … got an allergy, my father said, ‘Now you’re 
an American.’”
But generally, she says, the family was “just happy to 
be together in America.”
The family soon packed up and drove to Denver, 
where her father got a job. There weren’t a lot of for-
eigners, she remembers, but there “was a great generosity 
and openness.”
“We were basically refugees,” Albright says, “and 
people lent us things [as] we lived in a variety of rented 
houses, in apartments, moving around.”
But despite the impermanence of her situation, she 
always felt at home in the United States. “The brilliance 
of my parents was that they made the abnormal seem 
normal,” she says. “I always grew up with a sense of 
what America had to offer, and my father used to say 
regularly, ‘There is nothing better than being a professor 
in a free country.’”
“We were all delighted to be in the United States, and 
so I kind of grew up … so grateful to be an American, 
and to be taken in, frankly,” she says.
Albright, who went on to serve as the ﬁrst female 
U.S. secretary of state, hopes America’s exceptional open-
ness to immigrants and refugees will remain. Her father 
used to say that when the family was in Europe, people 
would express sympathy for his situation and ask when 
the family was planning to return to Czechoslovakia. 
In America, she says, people asked when they would 
become citizens.
her classmates have shared that they, too, felt left out, 
for other reasons. “As alums,” she says, “you realize you 
had more in common with each other as undergraduates 
than you thought you did.”
It took her about two years to feel comfortable in her 
own skin on campus. “I did try to ﬁt in,” she says, “but I 
reached a point where I was comfortable being different, 
and I didn’t feel like I had to be someone else.”
“I made a space for myself being who I was, and I 
found my sweet spot, and after that I was OK.”
Carol Corneilse ’ 84
Since Wellesley, Corneilse has moved back and forth 
between the U.S. and South Africa. She is now a green 
card holder and lives with her family in the Washington, 
D.C., area, where she is a professor. She says she is at 
home in such a political, diverse, and international city. 
But she feels at home in South Africa, too. “I see myself 
as a citizen of the world,” she says. “I don’t see myself as 
being purely South African or purely American … I feel 
completely comfortable in both environments.”
‘ We were basically refugees, and people  
lent us things [as] we lived in a variety of rented 
houses, in apartments, moving around.’
 —Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59   
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variety of digital 
tools to enhance the 
teaching of disciplines 
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n George Eliot’s Middlemarch, published 
in 1871, classicist and clergyman Edward 
Casaubon labors in vain over his life’s work, 
Key to All Mythologies. Pathetically (or tragi-
cally, depending on how you feel about the 
character), he is limited in his ability to syn-
thesize his scholarship by his careless ﬁling 
practices and his inability to read German.
Imagine if Casaubon had been able to 
access—and translate—the work of schol-
ars around the world on his iPad. Imagine if 
he had been able to use tools like MIT’s 
Annotation Studio, sharing and comment-
ing on manuscripts with other scholars 
in real time. His Key might have shed its 
futility and contributed something useful 
to the world’s store of knowledge.
Whether you call it digital scholarship, 
digital humanities, or blended learning, 
access to and the use of a range of technol-
ogies is changing scholarship and break-
ing down walls that separate academic 
disciplines. And for the past three years at 
Wellesley, the Andrew W. Mellon Blended 
Learning Initiative (BLI) has played a 
role in bringing its new practices into the 
classroom, from video storytelling and 
virtual-reality projects to digital mapping, 
online exhibits, 3-D modeling, podcasts, 
and blogs.
Does this sound like the simulated 
reality of The Matrix? Not at all, says 
Provost Andrew Shennan. The digital 
humanities are designed to “enhance, 
not replace, the human and the tactile” 
in acquiring knowledge.
Digital Humanities Quarterly, the leading peer-reviewed academic 
journal for this educational approach, deﬁnes digital humanities as “a 
diverse and still-evolving ﬁeld that encompasses the practice of humani-
ties research in and through information technology, and the explora-
tion of how the humanities may evolve through their engagement with 
technology, media, and computational methods.”
In the summer of 2014, Wellesley received a three-year, $800,000 
grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to support exploration 
of this approach at the College. Evelina Guzauskyte, associate profes-
sor of Spanish and the faculty director of the initiative, reports that 
the BLI has supported 45 faculty members in 21 departments. They 
have received awards to enhance their teaching, attend and present at 
national conferences, and bring speakers to campus. At this writing, 
projects in 55 courses are sustained by the BLI. (Visit www.wellesley.
edu/lts/bli to see a gallery of this work.) And from April 6 to 7, Wellesley 
will host Blended Learning, Digital Humanities, and the Liberal Arts: 
A Symposium, the capstone event of the initiative.
“Our goals have been to open up a conversation on campus about 
what blended learning in digital humanities is, what it means for a 
liberal arts education, and what that means at Wellesley,” Guzauskyte 
says. “We aimed to support speciﬁc work for courses, but also to enable 
conversations and give us an opportunity to gather collectively to think 
about our changing roles as teachers and scholars.”
As the BLI concludes, Shennan envisions the project evolving into an 
approach to teaching that is “woven throughout the entire educational 
program, integrating blended learning across the whole enterprise.”
ENLARGING THE CLASSROOM
A wide range of offerings supported by 
the BLI have already changed scholarly 
approaches. For example, students in 
Associate Professor of French Hélène Bilis’ 
course, Court, City, Salon: Early Modern 
Paris—A Digital Humanities Approach, 
worked jointly with counterparts from 
Smith College, connecting and working 
via Skype or FaceTime before meeting 
in person in Clapp Library’s room 346, 
a seminar room with computers, projec-
tors, and a smartboard that allow collab-
orative work.
The Smith students traveled to Wellesley 
to wrestle with the Comédie-Française 
Registers Project, a massive, searchable 
digital archive of 34,000 theatrical per-
formances staged between 1680 and 
1791. The Comédie-Française troupe 
kept detailed records of its box-office 
receipts for every one of those perfor-
mances. Scholars from MIT, the Sorbonne, 
Harvard, and other institutions have 
extracted the information from the theater’s registers of receipts and 
compiled it in a database. The platform also offers online tools to 
investigate the data and render it visually in a variety of charts and 
graphs. The tools allow scholars to display such things as trends in 
the popularity of certain plays and playwrights, what contemporary 
political themes drew the largest audiences, and how attendance spiked 
when certain actors appeared.
One of the creators of the archive, Jeffrey Ravel, professor of history 
at MIT, joined Bilis’ class in room 346 this fall. Not a book was in sight 
as students presented ideas they had developed for interrogating the vast 
amount of data in the archive and discussed their experiences using the 
platform. (And by the way, all this work on les humanités numériques 
was conducted in easy, conversational French.)
In her description of the course, Bilis wrote, “The intersection of 
traditional scholarship with digital humanities applications will enable 
‘Our goals have been to 
enable a conversation 
on campus about what 
blended learning in digital 
humanities is, what it 
means for a liberal arts 
education, and what that 
means at Wellesley.’
 —Evelina Guzauskyte, faculty director  
of the Mellon Blended Learning Initiative
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students to investigate if, and how, digital humanities methods can 
broaden, conﬁrm, disprove, or reinterpret dominant analyses of the 
inﬂuential spaces of early modern Paris.”
That’s how it turned out for Withney Barthelemy ’20, a political 
science major who hopes to study in France as a junior.
“I thought [working with the registers database] was really useful. 
In normal classes, when you have a research paper, you have to go 
to the different databases and collect all this data and question your 
sources, whereas with this, everything was in one place,” she says. “It 
was interesting to have a chance to poke holes in the database with the 
creator right there.”
Barthelemy adds, “When it comes to studying French, I care a lot 
about the people and the culture of the time—not necessarily the statistics. 
I want to know what life was like, who 
went to the theater and who didn’t, who 
had access and who didn’t—the politics 
of the thing. [The database] didn’t really 
answer those kinds of questions for me, 
but we got to pose and answer different 
questions.”
THE HUMAN TOUCH
Erin Battat, visiting lecturer in the 
writing program, says a digital 
humanities approach has enriched 
her pedagogy.
“Teaching in the writing program 
has inspired me to think about how 
we motivate students to write with a 
purpose, how their writing can trans-
late across disciplines and from the 
undergraduate experience to their 
professional lives and lives beyond 
Wellesley,” she says. “As our world 
becomes increasingly digital, we need to ﬁnd ways to integrate writing 
skills with digital communication.”
Battat welcomed the opportunity to experiment. But she observes 
that “digital communication has to enhance human interaction rather 
than replace it.” Accordingly, as she prepared her spring 2018 course, 
A Nation of Immigrants? American Migration Myths and the Politics of 
Exclusion, she designed assignments to incorporate human interaction.
“They’re looking at stories about immigration, starting from about 
the late 19th century, and the capstone project will be a digital story,” 
Battat says. For that project, students will work exclusively with digital 
tools, rather than pouring the contents of a conventional research paper 
into a digital form.
“They’ll need to do the research to tell the story, and they’ll need 
to interact with people to create the story,” says Battat. “It will also be 
shown to the class. The process weaves in human interaction through-
out the whole.”
FIELDWORK
The BLI also has inspired new ways to conduct research and make 
it available in class. In his course Bronze Age Greece, Bryan Burns, 
associate professor of classical studies, teaches the archaeology of early 
civilization by considering artifacts in their cultural context. His class 
used Google Maps and mapping and timeline software called Neatline 
to pinpoint in space and time the distribution in the ancient world of 
the objects they were studying.
In addition, Kaylie Cox ’18, a student with “mad digital skills,” 
according to Burns, helped create a digital rendering of the professor’s 
excavations in Greece, ﬂying a drone to capture images of the site. 
The resulting maps allow students sitting in a classroom in Wellesley to 
examine the site in a 3-D rendering.
For his course Home and Away, 
Justin Armstrong, lecturer in writing 
and anthropology, takes students to 
Iceland to explore cultural geogra-
phy through the lens of anthropology. 
Increasingly, they use digital tools to do 
their ﬁeldwork.
“I tell them, ‘You’re doing the same 
thing that you’re doing in a traditional 
essay, but you’re just translating it into 
a different form,’” says Armstrong. 
“‘You’re making a visual essay that 
needs to have an argument and refer-
ences and support and evidence.’”
With the help of research assistant 
Portia Krichman ’19, Armstrong’s stu-
dents last summer developed audio-
visual essays that included embedded 
soundscapes, video clips, interactive 
maps, and still images. The end result 
was a hybrid of ethnographic writing/
research and digital technologies—essentially, an interactive, multi media 
essay that documented the individual research projects undertaken by 
the students in Iceland.
Krichman says a digital essay differs from a conventional research 
paper in that “there’s a lot more opportunity for the viewer to share the 
experience of the person writing it. You can have multiple, varied ways 
of showcasing the information. It feels more like art than an essay.”
MORE THAN A GAME
Julie Walsh, assistant professor of philosophy, took the blended learning 
ball and ran with it in her courses.
“In philosophy classes, the main skill we’re trying to teach our stu-
dents is clear, concise, precise, argumentative writing,” says Walsh, “but 
it gets a bit dry.” So she asked herself, “How can I meet my objectives 
for skill and content development with my students, but in a way that’s 
a little less dry?”
‘As our world becomes 
increasingly digital, 
we need to find ways 
to integrate writing 
skills with digital 
communication.’
 —Erin Battat, visiting lecturer  
in the writing program
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In Introduction to Moral Philosophy, she invited the students to 
create a game based on the course content, putting the students into 
teams and introducing them to Twine, open-source software that 
enables storytelling that includes conditional logic—if this, then what? 
The BLI provided funding to hire a teaching assistant, a computer- 
science major who provided support for students as they learned 
the software. Students chose a moral problem, then guided the game 
player through a series of choices based on philosophical approaches 
to solve it.
“One group did the ethics of eating 
animals,” says Walsh. “Another explored 
if you’re shipwrecked with a group of 
people, how to prioritize who should be 
eaten when the time comes. One group 
chose to do nepotism—thinking about 
privileging your family over strangers.”
As with any assignment, the ﬁnished 
product was better for some teams than 
others, Walsh says. “But it really got them 
talking with each other about the theo-
ries and then ﬁguring out the best way to 
showcase them.”
Students enjoyed the process. “I had 
some really positive feedback,” Walsh 
says. “A senior who was a straight-A 
student was very worried about doing well, 
and she hated group work. Afterwards she 
told me, ‘I can’t believe it, but I think the 
group assignment was my favorite part 
of the course.’” Another student told her, 
well over a year later, that learning the 
gaming software gave her the conﬁdence 
to explore computer-science classes.
For another assignment, Walsh used 
video diary keeping. “I called it a 48-hour 
confessional. Because philosophy can be 
so dense, I wanted to use other formats to draw out the content.” 
She put cards in a hat with the names of four approaches to moral phi-
losophy—utilitarianism, deontology, virtue ethics, and care ethics—on 
them. Students drew cards and then, for 48 hours, had to live according 
to the theory and keep a video diary of the experience.
“I hope these approaches showed students that philosophy can be 
discussed in ways that aren’t text,” says Walsh. “My strategy’s not to 
give up on teaching writing. We’ll never do that. But why not acknowl-
edge that lots of our students are going to end up working in ﬁelds where 
all their expression will be mediated through technology? Why not 
dabble in it now? By exploring the digital realm, we’re not abandoning 
what has worked for millennia. It’s multimodal. There’s no reason we 
have to choose.”
ASSESSING THE TOOLS
One of the challenges of a new ﬁeld is developing rubrics to assess its 
success. “It’s really tough,” says Walsh. “I don’t know how to grade 
creativity. But you can grade legibility. You can grade the quality of the 
audio. You can grade the diversity of ideas. There’s a sense in which we 
can be objective about certain things. Also, when doing a more creative 
assignment, what I’m looking for is the buy-in. And if I see that the 
buy-in is there, even if the ﬁnal product isn’t perfect, it’s the buy-in 
that I care about, and the demonstration of the philosophical skills.”
Assessing digital humanities work has 
another aspect, too, of course. How does 
this kind of work factor into a faculty 
member’s tenure portfolio? Institutions 
have been lacking clear standards to weigh 
digital scholarship during tenure review.
“This work generally no longer ﬁts 
within simply pedagogical or research or 
publication rubrics,” says Guzauskyte. 
To recognize digital scholarship, several 
professional institutions and organizations 
like the Modern Language Association 
and the American Historical Association 
have published new guidelines for review-
ing work in the digital sphere, and some 
colleges are publishing their own guide-
lines. “We are right in the middle of that 
conversation,” Guzauskyte says.
NO MAGIC KEY
Digital humanities offer new and different 
ways to access and render knowledge—
though they may not hold the magic key 
to all mythologies that George Eliot’s Rev. 
Causabon spent his life seeking in vain.
Assistant Director of Research Services 
Laura O’Brien, who worked with BLI 
faculty to choose and apply digital tools for their classes, puts it this 
way: “The technology cannot be the driving force.”
She says faculty members often ask her, “‘What tool is going to get 
my students to communicate in writing in class, in class discussions?’ 
And the thing is, the tool isn’t the answer. The tool can be part of the 
way that you encourage something, but ﬁnally it’s all about how it’s 
pedagogically framed within the class, what the communication is, and 
how that ties to the content.”
Senior Associate Editor Catherine O’Neill Grace is working on a memoir 
about her childhood in India. Her research for this story has inspired her 
to try out some digital methods for recapturing her memories.
‘My strategy’s not to give 
up on teaching writing. 
We’ll never do that. But 
why not acknowledge 
that lots of our students 
are going to end up 
working in fields where 
all their expression will 
be mediated through 
technology? Why not 
dabble in it now?’
 —Julie Walsh, assistant professor of philosophy
I
s it strange for you, working at Wellesley?” I get this question a lot from fellow members of the golden 
class of ’99. “Not at all,” I reply, explaining how my life as an editor and yogurt-streaked mother of two 
is so different from my existence as a purple-hair-streaked English major that it feels like my student years 
took place in a distant land. A land without the Lulu, smartphones, and cold-shoulder tops.
And yet, there are peculiar moments when time collapses, and I am transported to the late ’90s. Sometimes 
it’s brought on by a smell, like in the main stairwell in Clapp Library. (What is that smell, and why is it 
so persistent?) Or a very speciﬁc place, like when I’m checking dorms after reunion and open the door to 
Cazenove 312, my eyes ﬁlling with tears. And often, this uncanny phenomenon is brought on by the weather, 
especially large snowstorms.
For alumnae of my vintage, the most memorable Big Snow was the April Fools’ Day storm, which dumped 
more than two feet of snow on the unsuspecting Boston area. At the time, Wellesley was notorious for never 
closing due to weather, but early on April 1, 1997, we all received a voicemail on our dorm-room landlines 
from President Diana Chapman Walsh ’66 herself saying that the impossible had happened, and the College 
was closed for the day. (Remember dorm-room phones? They were discontinued in 2009, FYI.) Was Diana 
playing an April Fools’ Day joke on the student body, we asked each other? No, we concluded, Diana didn’t 
seem like the type to make prank phone calls.
Recently, some of my classmates and I shared fond memories of that day—traying down Severance Hill, 
hitching rides in cars with four-wheel drive to the Mobil Mart on Route 16 for snacks, watching Goonies in 
the Caz TV room, posing with an obscene snow sculpture that appeared outside Shafer, and not studying for 
orgo exams as we should have. And, of course, walking around campus, dazzled by the sun sparkling off the 
snow, marveling at this beautiful place that we were lucky enough to call home.
Now, more than 20 years later, every time I walk onto campus after a blizzard, I still feel like Lucy in The 
Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, stepping out of the wardrobe and into the snow-blanketed woods, breath-
less with the beauty of it all. My life these days doesn’t have much time for stillness and slowing down, but 
in these moments, I do. Time stops and folds in on itself, I’m 19 again, and everything is fresh and new and 
spread out in front of me, unmarked and perfect.
Lisa Scanlon Mogolov ’99 is a senior associate editor at Wellesley magazine.




More than 20 years later, every time I walk onto campus  
after a blizzard, I still feel like Lucy in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe,  
stepping out of the wardrobe and into the snow-blanketed woods,  
breathless with the beauty of it all.
How to Raise
       a Feminist Boy
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D o you have a theme?” asked the baker in the cake store. “Baseball? Superheroes? Fire engines?” My son was about to celebrate his second birthday.Despite every effort to diversify his interests, my son 
has one true passion in his toddler life: cars. “Go” was his ﬁrst word. 
“Car” was his second. Each night, he snuggles with an assortment of toy 
automobiles, rolling them gently across his mattress until he falls asleep.
So I surrendered to browsing the “vehicular cakes catalogue,” a 
50-page anthology of dump trucks, trains, race cars, and front-loaders. 
Surrounded by buckets of vanilla buttercream and whipped ganache, 
I ordered a chocolate “roadscape” with a 3-D Volkswagen 
Bug. He loved it.
This is not the scene I imagined for my 
future self when I set foot on the 
Wellesley campus as a ﬁrst-year in 
2001. Hovering over my clunky 
desktop computer in Shafer Hall, 
I loaded up on women’s studies 
courses during registration. They 
would provide my anthem for navi-
gating the world. Nurture is stronger 
than nature, I concluded. Gender is 
a construction.
Thirteen years after graduating, 
I haven’t abandoned these princi-
ples. But I’m not entirely convinced 
by them, either. I can’t change the 
fact that the sight of a tractor gives 
my son unbridled delight. But I can 
teach him that girls can drive tractors, 
too. And that, among many other 
lessons, is how I’m trying to raise a feminist boy: a boy who will ques-
tion assumptions, speak out against injustice, and use his muscles to 
uproot oppression.
My son’s life is different from the lives of many boys, especially in 
how he will understand gender roles. He has two moms who work 
full-time outside of the home. He has a female pediatrician, a female 
rabbi, and a grandmother with a Ph.D.—experiences that were entirely 
unavailable to women just a few decades ago. His favorite babysitter is 
a transgender man of color who graduated from Wellesley. And every 
morning, I drop my son off at a Spanish-immersion day care, where 
he dances merengue, creates sunﬂowers out of paper plates and plastic 
straws, and reads Spanish-language books about baby owls.
I’d like to think that our community of friends and caretakers is 
enough to make my son a feminist. Maybe it is. But the media tells 
a bleaker story about the fate of boys and men, and that scares me. 
“Violence doesn’t have a race, a class, a religion, or a nationality, but 
it does have a gender,” writes Rebecca Solnit in her book of essays 
Men Explain Things to Me. In the United States, a rape is reported every 
6.2 minutes. Battery is the No. 1 cause of injury to American women. 
And every day in the U.S., more than three women are murdered by 
their husbands or boyfriends.
These ﬁgures are alarming, especially at a time when misogyny blares 
from Hollywood and from the highest ofﬁce in the land. Even seemingly 
passé gender stereotypes are tossed around in everyday encounters:
“Looks like he’ll be a football player!” a stranger in a local coffee 
shop declared, while gazing at my son’s 4-month-old thighs. “Or a 
dancer,” I replied.
“What a sweet and gentle girl,” said the woman in the 
Greek ﬁsh market, noticing my son’s purple shirt 
and the butterﬂy barrette in his hair. “Thank 
you,” I responded. “He is sweet and 
gentle.” “Oh, I’m so sorry!” she 
exclaimed, apologizing for getting 
his gender “wrong.”
People often ask if my son is a 
boy or a girl. When I answer, “He’s 
a boy,” I always feel uncomfortable. 
The truth is, his gender is still in 
formation. He was assigned male at 
birth, but he might deﬁne his gender 
differently in the future.
So I’m left wondering: How will 
feminism shape my son’s experience 
of gender? What will he notice about 
how other boys treat girls? What will 
he understand about how boys take 
up space—physically, emotionally, 
and verbally? How will he learn to 
navigate the world with a healthy balance of gentleness and strength, 
talking and listening, respect and protest?
These questions aren’t new. But they do feel increasingly relevant.
For now, the best I can do is read my son books that reﬂect our 
values—empathy, justice, kindness, generosity—and feature characters 
of all genders, races, and religions. I can applaud him for unloading the 
dishwasher and sweeping the ﬂoor—activities he has happily embraced 
as part of his boyhood. I can encourage him to feed our dog and water 
our plants, express when he’s sad or afraid, and give loving hugs.
Most importantly, I can ground him with diverse experiences to make 
sure he knows that the lonely, broken world in our newsfeeds won’t last 
forever. It’s a world he’ll learn to change—slowly, messily, and, to start, 
by teaching other boys that girls can drive tractors, too.
Jordan Namerow ’05 is a writer and the director of digital communi-
cations at American Jewish World Service. She lives in Boston with her 
wife and son, and can be reached at jordan.nemerow@gmail.com.
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SUSAN HARMON ’67 brings 
strong communication, 
organizational, and stra-
tegic-planning skills to all 
her volunteer roles. Most 
recently, she served as co-
chair of the Mentorship 
Working Group, brought 
together by the WCAA and Career Education. 
This small band of alumnae and students spent 
a year helping to develop the Wellesley Hive, 
the online mentoring and networking plat-
form launched in May 2017. Harmon was 
also a key organizer of “Women’s Leadership: 
Making a Difference in the World,” a confer-
ence sponsored by the College in 2013 at Peking 
University for more than 300 prominent women 
leaders. She has also served on her 50th reunion 
committee and has been active in the Business 
Leadership Council.
Volunteers in the Spotlight
At Alumnae Leadership Council last October, the WCAA honored three alumnae with its annual Sed Ministrare Volunteer Award, which celebrates 
signiﬁcant or innovative volunteer service.
LISA TORREANO ’90 has 
been a dedicated volunteer 
for the Wellesley Club of 
Houston for more than 20 
years. She has twice served 
as president, and also as 
vice president of program-
ming, admissions represen-
tative, and newsletter chair. During her tenure, 
the club held its 75th-anniversary celebration, 
which saw record attendance. Houston board 
members attribute the success to Torreano’s 
leadership and project-management skills, her 
coordination of many committees, and her 
excellent working relationship with the Alumnae 
Association—not to mention her enthusiasm, 
positive attitude, and great sense of humor, 
which consistently inspired volunteers during 
the long process of planning the celebration.
ERIN FL ANNERY ’05 has 
been a linchpin of the 
Washington Wellesley 
Club. She served as the 
club’s young alumnae 
coordinator and vice presi-
dent of programs. In 2012, 
the club’s board recruited 
her to serve as president. In that role, Flannery 
demonstrated her leadership in many ways: 
deﬁning and developing professionalism in the 
board; strengthening the D.C. club via a long 
process of revising and updating its bylaws; 
and perfect execution of high-visibility gather-
ings such as the Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59 
event in May 2015, which was attended by 320 
alumnae and guests. Flannery has also served 
her class as Wellesley Fund representative and 
reunion chair.
From the WCAA President
DEAR WELLESLEY COLLEGE ALUMNAE:
President Paula Johnson has stated that one 
of the goals for her presidency is to create 
a culture of “inclusive excellence” for all 
Wellesley students. Inspired by this and by the 
classes of ’67 and ’77, who made discussion of 
race a key part of their reunion last summer, 
the WCAA is asking: “What does inclusive 
excellence look like for Wellesley alumnae?” 
In other words, what can we do as an associa-
tion to better connect alumnae who may not 
feel that Wellesley is a touchstone of their lives?
Prior to Alumnae Leadership Council in 
October, the WCAA Board and staff hosted 
a conversation about diversity and inclusion 
with alumnae leaders from around the world. 
We examined ways to enhance current pro-
gramming and improve our communications 
to connect alumnae who may not have felt 
compelled to be really engaged with Wellesley. 
Led by Associate Provost for Diversity and 
Inclusion Robbin Chapman, our conversation 
was honest, insightful, and productive.
Since that meeting, the group has recon-
vened for a conference call and created a 
small leadership team composed of alumnae, 
students, and staff, called the Inclusion and 
Diversity Engaging Alumnae (IDEA) Working 
Group. Their charge is to identify ways to 
stimulate engagement among un- or under-
engaged alumnae, thus better fulﬁlling WCAA’s 
mission by increasing broad-based alumnae 
engagement with Wellesley.
Laura Daignault Gates ’72, former WCAA 
board president and now chair of the Board 
of Trustees, is fond of saying, “At other 
schools, they go to college for four years, 
but at Wellesley, it’s for life.” Our job at the 
Alumnae Association is to ensure that the work 
we do convinces you, as alumnae, to be a part 
of Wellesley’s famous network; that, although 
we all see the world through different prisms 
and face different circumstances and life stages, 
Wellesley continues to provide a common bond.
Georgia Murphy Johnson ’75, president
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Welcome Back!
The Wellesley College Alumnae Association invites you 
back to campus June 8–10. Come reconnect and recharge. 
Take a tour of the newly renovated Pendleton West, stop 
by the Davis Museum, and attend faculty lectures. And 
of course, revel in the alumnae parade and Stepsinging.  
The annual meeting of the WCAA will convene at 
11 A.M. on Saturday, June 9, in Diana Chapman Walsh ’66 
Alumnae Hall. President Paula Johnson will be the keynote 
speaker. Votes will include the election of new directors 
and ofﬁ cers for the WCAA and a new alumnae trustee,
in addition to approving minor changes to the WCAA 
bylaws. (A slate of directors and officers, as well as 
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The Ultimate Wellesley Networker
“OUR LOHIN IS BELOVED.”
Those four words, offered by WCAA executive direc-
tor Missy Siner Shea ’89 in a tribute last fall at Alumnae 
Leadership Council, capture the 20-year career of Susan 
Lohin in the Alumnae Ofﬁ ce. Beloved by alumnae groups 
around the world. Beloved by hundreds of individual 
Wellesley women.
Lohin retired in December, after spending many years 
as the WCAA’s director of clubs and, more recently, 
serving as director of alumnae engagement. In these roles, 
she traveled the world to support alumnae programs. 
(Need speakers for your panel, or attendee lists for your 
event? Lohin had the answers.) She helped struggling 
clubs ﬁ nd new ofﬁ cers, drove visiting faculty lecturers 
to far-ﬂ ung alumnae events (her escapades chauffeuring 
the late economics professor Chip Case were legendary), 
and oversaw the Wellesley book award program. She 
once even rode a camel alongside Kathryn Wasserman 
Davis ’28 on a Wellesley trip to Egypt.
And apparently, Lohin also had a signature “look” 
that could calm troubled alumnae waters. Just ask 
Dolores Arredondo ’95, the current president of the 
Wellesley Latina Alumnae Network, who recently spoke 
on an alumnae panel during President Paula Johnson’s 
ﬁ rst visit to Southern California. “I was excited and 
nervous all at the same time,” Arredondo says. “It was 
quite an impressive panel of alumnae. It was a packed 
auditorium. I looked over at Susan, and she gave me that 
look. The look that only Susan can give. It gave me just 
the boost of conﬁ dence that I needed that afternoon.”
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Beverly J. Layman
1919–2017
Beverly J. Layman, professor emeritus of 
English, died on Sept. 13, 2017, a week 
shy of his 98th birthday. At the time of 
his death, Bev had been living with his 
beloved wife, Marnye, in an assisted-
living facility in Harpers Ferry, W.Va., 
close to the home that they shared for 
the 30 years following his retirement 
from Wellesley in 1984. Marnye died on 
Dec. 11, 2017.
Bev and Marnye met as high-school students in Roanoke, 
Va., and those of us who had the good fortune to be Bev’s col-
leagues remember well his courtly devotion to her and his happy 
anticipation of the years that they would spend together in a home 
they were designing on property that had long been in Marnye’s 
family. I remember in particular Bev’s excitement about the open-
ness of the design to its natural surroundings and about the spaces 
that it would provide for Marnye to continue her work as an art-
ist. They are survived by their three children, Richard Layman, 
Judith Layman, and Margaret Layman Shapiro ’77.
By all accounts, especially Bev’s own, their years together in 
Harpers Ferry happily fulﬁlled, even exceeded, his expectations. In 
an email of 2001, he wrote me of “A ﬁne morning, sunny, unhu-
mid, and cool enough for Marnye and me to breakfast on the deck 
and give thanks that unlike Ruskin’s Venetians we are not ‘shut out 
from the sweet wonders and charities of the earth, and from the 
pleasant natural history of the year.’ Our two-acre yard is rimmed 
round by a now tropical abundance of wine berries, catnip, poison 
ivy, rosa multiﬂora, rampant wild grape, and other vines climb-
ing all over ailanthuses and box elders (‘weed trees’) and threaten-
ing even oaks and elms. Our troops of friends are feathered every 
one, and this morning we are teased by a song we can’t identify.” 
Everything about this description was characteristic of Bev—its 
elegance, its detailed attentiveness, the unrueful registration of 
a shared solitude with Marnye, the ready resort to experience-
heightening quotation from a favorite writer. And also the demotic 
directness with which he named those “weed trees” and went on 
to note the “horrible stink” that a contrary breeze sometimes sent 
to them from a neighboring pig farm.
In other letters and reports, there was ample evidence that Bev 
continued in his retirement to read widely in his favorite writers and 
favorite art books, bringing to them the same intensity and scru-
pulosity of attention that his colleagues remember from his years 
as a teacher and a valued member, twice the chair, of the English 
department. If you served on a search committee with Bev—he ran 
many of them during his six years as chair—you quickly grew to
Betty Freyhof Johnson ’44 died peace-
fully at her home in Cincinnati on 
Sept. 18, 2017, at the age of 95. Betty 
holds a unique place in the history of 
Wellesley College—the ﬁrst woman and 
ﬁrst alumna to serve as chair of the Board 
of Trustees. From the College’s opening in 
1875 until 1981, when Betty was elected, 
the Wellesley board had always been led 
by a man. Since Betty held the ofﬁce, all 
subsequent board chairs have been alumnae. Betty paved the way.
In describing Betty’s leadership, Nannerl Overholser Keohane ’61, 
Wellesley’s 11th president, stated: “Betty was a superb board chair, 
bringing members of the board together as a team, and making all 
of us aware of the importance of our work for our college. I came to 
know her as a colleague and a friend, and as my ‘boss’ during my ﬁrst 
four years as Wellesley’s president. She was a supportive chair of the 
board, a very welcome partner for a novice president. She taught me a 
good deal about administration, with clear and helpful criticism when 
that was needed, and thoughtful praise when that was warranted.”
Betty arrived at Wellesley from Cincinnati. Her leadership abili-
ties soon became apparent. She was president of her freshman house, 
Dower, and then, house president in Tower. In 1943, she was among 
the ﬁrst group of students in the Wellesley Washington Internship 
program. Betty graduated in 1944 as a Durant Scholar and Phi 
Beta Kappa.
Betty’s postgraduate work at Haverford College following 
Wellesley was interrupted when she went to work for the United 
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration’s displaced per-
sons operation in England, France, and Germany. She returned to 
Haverford and completed her M.A. in 1947, and in 1948 was married 
to Harvard Law School-educated attorney Morse Johnson. Family 
was very important to Betty. She is survived by two daughters, a son-
in-law, and one granddaughter.
Although Betty and Morse made their home in Cincinnati and 
were extremely involved in the civic and cultural life there, no activi-
ties seemed as meaningful to Betty as her Wellesley-connected ones.
From 1970 until 1981, Betty served as vice-chair of the board, 
working alongside Chair Nelson Darling, Jr., and in 1981, the 
leadership of the Board of Trustees was placed in Betty’s wise and 
devoted hands. I was especially grateful to have had the opportu-
nity to serve as a trustee under Betty’s capable leadership. When 
she called to ask if I would succeed her as chair of the board, she 
assured me that her guidance and counsel could continue as long as 
I wished, and it did. Our shared experiences became the basis for a 
long and special friendship.
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BEVERLY J. LAYMAN
Continued from page 71
rely on the penciled marginalia in which he noted 
a candidate’s weaknesses in grammar or argu-
ment, or corrected typos or errors of dating in 
notes and bibliographies. And you relished as well 
his warmly positive judgments, as he noted with 
the same ﬁne hand the precise character of an 
achieved argument or a point well made.
The art and literature of the Renaissance were 
Bev’s well-loved specialties, but his tastes were 
catholic, his learning was wide and deep, and 
he attended to everything with a discriminating 
intensity that he could then convert into sentences 
of rare power and precision. He was meticulous, 
but never dry; deceptively mild, even recessive at 
times, but always warmed by a banked intensity 
of emotion that could ﬂash out memorably. Could 
and did, in his teaching, his conversation, and his 
writing. Whether he was talking about the great 
jazz cornetist, Bix Beiderbecke, or a favorite art 
critic, remembering a beloved friend, popping 
the bubble of an inﬂated reputation, or writing 
about the supreme achievements of one of the 
many writers he knew so well, Bev’s language 
was alive with intelligence and feeling and with 
vividly exact phrases and formulations. He was an 
exceptional person, and he is remembered.
—Timothy Peltason, Class of 1949 Professor of 
Ethics and professor of English
BETTY FREYHOF JOHNSON ’44
Continued from page 71
Betty’s eloquence was legendary, as was her 
service to the College. It seems ﬁtting to end this 
tribute to her with some of the words she spoke 
at Wellesley’s 1985 commencement as she ended 
18 years of service as a trustee and four years as 
chair. Her words seem to reﬂect her deep devotion 
to our College and to all that it teaches. They also 
reﬂect how she led her life, and seem as relevant 
today as when she spoke them. Speaking to the 
graduating class, she said:
“You have been imbued through a founding 
force with what Margaret Clapp used to call ‘our 
divine guilt.’ You will be impelled to wage endless 
efforts for civic literacy and peace, for the cultural 
development of your communities and the nour-
ishment of their poor. Don’t neglect political par-
ticipation, join a party, run for public ofﬁce and 
support those who do. Above all, remember this 
beautiful place: Tend it, keep it whole and good, 
so that others may come after us—to be imbued 
with the same intense passion to be ‘nobly useful.’”
—Luella Gross Goldberg ’58, chair of the 
Wellesley College Board of Trustees, 1985–1993
SHELFLIFE
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NO ORDINARY RACE
While Trump’s gaffes created a new normal of 
one-day stories, Clinton’s email woes, fueled by a 
steady drip of WikiLeaks releases and an unusually 
public FBI investigation, endured until Election Day.
In the end, Clinton’s emails got more coverage 
than any other issue in the race—four times that 
of Trump’s treatment of women and 16 times the 
attention given to Clinton’s most heavily covered 
policy position, according to a study by Harvard’s 
Shorenstein Center.
Clinton devotes five pages in her memoir 
to an interview with Matt Lauer for NBC’s 
“Commander-in-Chief Forum.” The format was 
to feature side-by-side, half-hour interviews with 
each candidate to discuss national security and 
foreign policy. Rarely asked about her foreign 
policy experience on the stump, the former sec-
retary of state was hopeful. Finally, voters would 
see that she was ready to be commander in chief, 
while Trump was “dangerously unprepared,” just 
two months before the election.
That never happened. Instead, Lauer spent 
a third of the interview grilling Clinton on her 
use of a personal email server for ofﬁcial State 
Department business. “Wasn’t it disqualifying, if 
you want to be commander in chief?” he asked. 
By contrast, Trump got questions such as, “What 
do you believe prepares you to make decisions 
that a commander in chief has to make?”
“I was almost physically sick,” Clinton writes.
In December 2017, Lauer was ﬁred for sexu-
ally harassing female colleagues. CBS and PBS 
suspended journalist Charlie Rose, and NBC 
and MSNBC suspended Mark Halperin over 
similar issues.
Suddenly, their coverage of Clinton faces new 
scrutiny. “A pervasive theme of all of these men’s 
coverage of Mrs. Clinton was that she was dis-
honest and unlikable,” wrote Jill Filipovic in a 
Dec. 1, 2017, op-ed in the New York Times, “The 
Men Who Cost Clinton the Election.” “When 
the harassers are men with loud microphones, 
their private misogyny has wide-reaching public 
consequences. One of the most signiﬁcant: the 
2016 election.”
—Gail Russell Chaddock ’72
Gail Russell Chaddock covered politics for the 
Christian Science Monitor from 1987 to 2016.
BIDART’S BOUNTY
His personal story intertwines with those of 
friends and historical ﬁgures, many of whom 
struggle with desire of some kind and want to 
defy convention. The poems speak not only for 
Alumnae Calendar
The Alumnae Association announces the  
following events for 2018. Unless otherwise 
noted, events take place at the College.  





Class of ’60 lunch in Naples, Fla., as part of the 
annual luncheon of the Naples Wellesley Club. 




Deadline for nominations for Sed Ministrare 




Ethos 50th anniversary celebration. For more 
information, email ethos50th@wellesley.edu.
22–26
Class of ’51 mini-reunion in Chicago. For more 




Class of ’55 mini-reunion in Washington, D.C. 
Contact Ann Merriﬁeld Hoopes ’55 
at annhoopes@gmail.com.
10–13
Class of ’65 mini-reunion in Chicago, chaired  
by Susan Batchelder Plimpton ’65, Carolyn Kott 
Washburn ’65, and Claire McCarthy Peterson ’65. 
For more information, contact Claire Peterson at 
claire@tourismcollaborative.com.
11
Stepsinging, 4:30 P.M. on the chapel steps. 
Alumnae are welcome.
14
Class of ’57 mini-reunion in Washington, D.C.  




WCAA spring board meeting
8-10
Reunion for classes ending in 3s and 8s.
To learn more about the activities of the WCAA, 
visit www.wellesley.edu/alumnae.
Continued on page 76
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BIDART’S BOUNTY
Continued from page 75
Bidart—whose honors include the National 
Book Critics Circle Award and the 2017 Donald 
Hall-Jane Kenyon Prize in American Poetry—but 
for others in his generation and those that follow. 
As the poem “Queer” explains: “Lie to yourself 
about this and you will/ forever lie about every-
thing./ Everybody already knows everything/ … 
But lie to yourself, what you will/ lose is yourself. 
Then you/ turn into them.”
Half-Light is a monumental achievement by 
one of the greatest poets of the past 50 years. As 
poet and critic Dan Chiasson, Wellesley professor 
of English, has said, “We read him for the extraor-
dinary beauty, pathos, humor, and devastation 
of his poems… and the path they cut through 
a cosmos not always welcoming or game to 
be understood.”
— Elizabeth Lund
Lund, a poet and writer in Boston, reviews 
poetry each month for the Washington Post.
THE ULTIMATE WELLESLEY 
NETWORKER
Continued from page 37 
Over the years, Lohin has boosted the conﬁdence 
of many alumnae and drawn them into the 
Wellesley circle.
“Susan always formed strong bonds with 
volunteers and encouraged them to support 
each other and the College,” says Marisa 
Shariatdoust ’09, who worked for Lohin at the 
WCAA. “She inspired alumnae to help with 
admissions and community service, to enhance 
area connections, and to have fun as a commu-
nity.” Calling Lohin “a fundamental piece of 
the Wellesley network over the last 20 years,” 
Shariatdoust offers the highest of Wellesley praise: 
“She will be a lifelong member of the sisterhood 
and has made a difference for Wellesley.”
—Alice M. Hummer
A FEW  
GOOD WOMEN
Are you inspired by the life work  
of a fellow alumna?
Would her insights and accomplishments provide 
valuable lessons to students?
The Wellesley College Alumnae Association is seeking 
nominations for the Alumnae Achievement Awards. 
This annual award, Wellesley’s highest honor, 
celebrates women from a wide spectrum of fields.
For more information and to  


















We invite you to join The Spoke,  
the blog of the Albright Institute at Wellesley College.
The Spoke uses the lens of the liberal arts  
to critically engage with issues of national  
and global importance.
Please add your name to our mailing list  
and your voice to our community! 
https://www.wellesley.edu/albright/about/blog
thespoke@wellesley.edu
Mark your calendars for a first-of-its-kind convening of the key voices in African women’s leadership.  
The African Women’s Leadership Conference at Wellesley College will contribute to greater understanding of 
women’s leadership in Africa, advance thought leadership, and provide opportunities to learn from 
transformative women leaders. The extraordinary roster of speakers includes Kenyan educator and activist 
Kakenya Ntaiya; Nigerian international human rights and Shariah law attorney, Hauwa Ibrahim; Ghanaian 
software engineer and disability rights advocate, Farida Bedwei; Africa’s queen of comedy, Anne Kansiime; 
and Nobel laureate and President of Liberia Ellen Johnson Sirleaf.









we look to answer 
the big questions.
Right now at Wellesley, a quiet moment of study 
is about to become a breakthrough. Ask Professor 
Rosanna Hertz and her students. Wellesley 
supports scholarship like hers—probing the 
mysteries of the modern family—that changes 
how we understand our world. Professor Hertz 
asked the question, “Do children born from 
donor-assisted conception share feelings of 
kinship?” Thanks to generous alumnae support, 
she has been able to seek the answer, and in 
doing so has enabled her students to participate 
in research that has an impact well beyond 
Wellesley.
Give to Wellesley’s campaign  
and promote academic innovation  
at campaign.wellesley.edu/academicinnovation.
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Endnote
The water started to seep through our ﬂoorboards two weeks after we buried 
my grandmother.
Hurricane Harvey started in Sadie’s room. Our eldest crouched on the ﬂoor 
to staunch the water with bath towels, trying to save her dolls. Floodwater 
inched up the legs of her white and gold ﬁligreed bedroom set, the same set my 
mother, and then I, used as girls. It ﬂowed down the hall to the closet where 
I kept the crate that housed the dollhouse my grandfather the builder made 
for me shingle by shingle when I was 7.
Murky brown water ﬂoated roaches into the room used by Lilah, our 
2-year-old, and soaked the chair I rocked both girls to sleep in as babies. 
It saturated rugs, couches, chairs, and the wooden dining room table my 
grandmother bought when she arrived in Houston from New York in 1953 
with my 3-year-old mother in tow. Sixty-three years later, I returned to 
Houston from New York with my own 3-year-old in tow. We came in time 
to meet Harvey.
Houston was home. I grew up here, but I spent most of my 20s and 30s 
living, working, and loving in New York. Grandma, the daughter of a New 
York City department store magnate and a ﬁery Austrian immigrant from 
the Lower East Side, had New York in her blood. But in her late 20s, she got 
tired of the hustle. So did I.
I gave birth to my youngest in midtown. Shortly after, the city started to 
make me sick. The commute to work took an hour, day care closed too early, 
the bus was late, the train was stuck. Running, always running. My body had 
had enough. Houston gave me time and space. We traded in our 800-square-
foot Brooklyn apartment for a driveway, a backyard, and cheaper rent, gro-
ceries, and gas. Here, we could buy a home, just as Grandma had done.
When we left New York, I told my husband I was done renting. I’d lived 
in nine apartments since Wellesley. Moving was tiring; landlords were, too. 
I yearned to put down roots, to boldly hang pictures, knowing this time 
we wouldn’t take them down in a year or two. We’d rent for one year in 
Houston, we decided, and then buy.
Two weeks before Harvey hit, I held Grandma’s hand in her apartment 
at Brookdale Senior Living Solutions, 15 minutes from our rental house. 
She lay propped up on pillows in a hospital bed in a pink nightgown, frail 
and pasty. She hadn’t eaten for a week. Her mouth was open, her eyes shut, 
and she took deep, labored breaths. I played her Mozart—her favorite—on 
my iPhone, and I told her about the new ranch-style house we’d just bought 
not far from her ﬁrst home in Houston. We’d close in a few weeks, I said.
Our new home sat on a tree-lined street not far from the Jewish Community 
Center in Meyerland, one of few still reasonably priced neighborhoods near 
downtown. We’d be able to walk Sadie to kindergarten the following year, I 
told Grandma. I saw Sadie and Lilah learning to ride bicycles up and down the 
sidewalk. I’d prep dinner in our new kitchen, I told Grandma, then throw open 
the living-room door to the patio and ﬁre up the grill while the girls climbed 
on the backyard play set.
But Harvey had other plans.
Over 80 percent of homes in Meyerland ﬂooded. More than a foot of 
water ﬂowed into the house I had dreamed of, the house we were about to 
close on. I found out the day after the ﬂood. I sat on a sofa in a stranger’s 
house around the corner from our rental home numbly ﬂipping through 
pictures on Facebook of our waterlogged almost-home. Another neighbor, 
also a stranger, had rescued us from our rental in a borrowed canoe and 
took us to his friend’s dry, two-story home. We left our rented house after 
ﬁve long, dark hours of listening to Lilah scream to be freed from her high 
chair. We strapped her in to keep her from trudging through ﬂoodwater, then 
turned off the power and sat in the dark waiting for someone to rescue us.
The day after the ﬂood, looking at photos of our almost-bedroom, my 
heart sank. Our vision of our lives for the next ﬁve, 10, 20 years was yanked 
away from us in a day. We were lucky. We emerged unscathed. We got out 
of our contract to buy in Meyerland. But a part of me still mourns the home 
we almost had. I wonder, where do we go from here?
Harvey destroyed most of our belongings. We took the furniture from 
Grandma’s apartment with us to our new rental home in a nearby neighbor-
hood that didn’t ﬂood, one we can’t really afford. I snuggle with my girls on 
Grandma’s cream-colored couch. My husband and I read in bed with light 
from her antique lamps. We share our meals at her 1950s dining table, which 
we ﬁxed. Here, my girls, my husband, and Grandma are with me. This house 
isn’t ours, but for now, it’s home.
Waters Rising
Deborah Lynn Blumberg ’00 is a freelance writer, editor, and content marketer. She salvaged the dollhouse and is trying to ﬁnd the time to ﬁx it up.
COURTESY OF THE DAVIS MUSEUM
The sand mandala in the Davis 
Museum enchants a group of young 
visitors. Tibetan monks spent weeks 
creating the artwork—and then, as is 
traditional, swept it away. (See page 
11 for more on the mandala.)














For two days in October, Bandaloop, a vertical 
dance company, wowed the campus as they 
performed on the walls of the new addition to 
Pendleton West. For more about the celebration 
of the renovated arts building, see page 5.
